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Introduction
For the 45 plus years that we have been in the auction business, we have also acted as
intermediaries in the buying and selling of philatelic items directly between collectors – from
single stamps and covers of great rarity, to specialized collections & exhibits, accumulations,
dealer’s stocks and printer’s archives.
In recent years we have seen a notable increase in private treaty transactions and through
this printed catalogue and accompanying on-line presentation, we wish to formalise our
intention to expand this line of business.

Marcus Orsi

Chief Philatelist

All items described and illustrated in the catalogue are therefore currently available for
outright purchase. Due to the nature of this offering, the status of items for sale will change
over time as certain items are sold and others are added; therefore all items are offered
subject to availability. You are invited to consult the current status of private treaty offers,
and their conditions of sale, via our website www.davidfeldman.com. As with our auctions,
extended payment terms may be available for particularly valuable items.
Should you find an item of interest in the catalogue or website, please contact us by e-mail,
telephone, or directly via the Private Treaty section of the website, to register your interest
and make further arrangements. Please ensure that you cite the “Ref.” number which is in
red and positioned at the top right of each description. Note that in situations where two or
more clients express an interest in the same item, first priority will be given to the client that
made an initial reservation or commitment to purchase; you should therefore wait to ensure
that your offer has been accepted before making any payment arrangements. Note that as
per our auction conditions all items remain the property of their owners until fully paid for.
As mentioned, we certainly expect the status of our private treaty offers to move over time,
and therefore recommend that our website, www.davidfeldman.com becomes your focus for
future consultation of our current private treaty offerings.
David Feldman S.A. has sold more Grand Prix and Large Gold Medal collections, and set
more World Records for top prices, in every area of philately than any other auction company
in history. If you are a considering the sale of your award-winning collection or perhaps even
selected rare stamps and covers, yet wish to retain the privacy and anonymity afforded by
the private treaty process, then please contact us. Similarly, if you are an active collector or
philatelic investor looking to expand their collection or investment with a specific property,
we would be pleased to act as independent brokers in discreetly negotiating and acquiring
the target property.
We hope that you find this renewed and formalised venture in the world of private treaty
business of interest, and as always we invite you to contact us if you want more information.
We wish you success with your offers and satisfaction with your purchases.
Geneva, April 2016

IMPORTANT NOTES
Please note all items with their certificates will be available on our website
All lots offered subject to availability
Conditions of sale as per those posted on our website
Index: see page 14
Contact us at info@davidfeldman.com

Thinking of selling?
Like Hiroyuki Kanai for his Mauritius, Joseph Hackmey for his USA, Anatoly Karpov
for his Belgium, Raymond Casey for his Russian Post in China, the Dupont Estate for
their British Guiana, Warren Wilkinson’s British North America, Jussi Tuori’s Finland
and many others, do not take chances when choosing to sell your collection.

After spending countless hours in developing your collection, and no doubt a small fortune,
are you really going to sell it to a stamp dealer for “an immediate cash offer”, an auction house
with no track record, or indeed an auction house where you will just be “another number”? You
took great care in building your collection – it deserves to be placed back within the collecting
community with similar attention.
The fact is that the David Feldman company has sold more grand-prix winning collections than any
other philatelic auction house. Time and time again, the most reputed collectors have considered
their options and have entrusted the team at David Feldman to sell their prized collections.

www.davidfeldman.com

Time and again the greatest collectors entrust David Feldman Auctions
when it comes to selling.

The David Feldman difference
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly knowledgeable in-house specialists
Record-breaking single owner collection sales
The most international philatelic auction company
Swiss discretion
Dedicated international viewings of your collection
Eternalising your collection via a dedicated “Great Philatelic Collections”
hard-bound book.
• Enabling your collection to live-on in the 21st century via its place in the
online “Museum of Philately”
• A complementary iPad pre-loaded with a high-resolution presentation
of your collection

Great
Philatelic
Collections

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. box 81
1213 Onex, Geneva
Switzerland
T + 41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong
Room 901, The Lee Gardens
33 Hysan Avenue, Causeway Bay
Hong Kong
T + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

New York
230 Park Avenue, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10169
United States
T 1 800 470 0457
infousa@davidfeldman.com

Keep your collection alive
At David Feldman SA we offer you 2 options to show and share your
philatelic Treasures:
• a PRINT solution: the Great Philatelic Collections books series, and
• a DIGITAL solution: the Museum of Philately, our new iPad App

David Feldman’s
Museum of Philately

Through our auctions, which have spanned for over forty years, we have presided over the disperal of
hundreds of Grand Prix and Large Gold Medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and
resources to pursue their chosen fields over decades or even a lifetime. Thus, the idea was spawned
to create deluxe publications and an on-line museum as additional services to eternalise a prized
collection, allowing it to live on once it has been sold, thereby preserving it for future generations.

www.davidfeldman.com

A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies

By consigning a Grand Prix or a Large Gold Medal collection with us, make yourself eligible to participate
in both the Great Philatelic Collections programme and the Museum of Philately digital application.
These tools will allow you to immortalise your collection and, ultimately, to share your achievements in
the world of philately with your loved ones and with the rest of the world.

APP AVAILABLE ON iTUNES, MAY 2016

Eternalising your collection

“Great Philatelic Collections”

Great
Philatelic
Collections

In addition to being a valued keepsake for collectors and their families, the “Great Philatelic
Collections” series of limited editions represent a “must have” for every enthusiast collecting any
of the subjects comprised in the series.

www.davidfeldman.com

Deluxe Hardbound Numbered
Limited Editions (50-250 each)
Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf
Belgium: 1. Les Épaulettes
formed by Anatoly Karpov
Belgium: 2. Les Médaillons*
formed by Anatoly Karpov
Belgium: 3. L’Émission de 1865
formed by Anatoly Karpov
Egypt: Postal Services in the Suez Canal Zone
formed by Samir Fikry
Finland: Grand Duchy of Finland 1856-1884
formed by Jussi Tuori
India: The Classic Period to 1879
formed by Dr. Sita Bhateja
Japan: Classic Japan**
formed by Hiroyuki Kanai
Natal: Postal History
formed by Prof. Keith Klugman
Netherlands East Indies (Indonesia): 1655-1870
formed by Tay Peng Hian, rdp, frpsl
Panama: Colombian State Period
formed by Alvaro Castro-Harrigan
Persia: The Classic Period to 1879
formed by Joseph Hackmey, rdp, frpsl
Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire:
I. China Proper
formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, frpsl
Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire:
II. Mongolia & Sinkiang
formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, frpsl

Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire:
III. Manchuria and the Chinese Eastern Railway*
formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, frpsl
Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire:
IV. Russia’s Wars in China*
formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, frpsl
Tasmania: Imperforate Stamps from “Courier”
to “Chalon Head”
formed by Koichi Sato, frpsl
Thailand: Classic Stamps & Postal History
of Siam
formed by Surajit Gongvatana, frpsl
Turkey: The Duloz Issues, 1865-76
formed by Max Plantinga
USA: 1847 & 1851-57 Classic Issues on Cover
formed by Joseph Hackmey, rdp, frpsl
All available and future editions
(“Standing Order”)

To come:
Egypt: 1. Commemoratives
formed by Joseph Chalhoub
Egypt: 2. Foreign Post Offices
formed by Joseph Chalhoub

e 100 each or equivalent in US$ or CHF
* e 125 each or equivalent in US$ or CHF
** e 225 each + Postage, or equivalent in US$ or CHF
Postage & packing included

Order by post, from our online shop or e-mail (info@davidfeldman.com)
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ALL WORLD COLLECTIONS

The Samuel S. Ting Collection of World-Wide First Issues

CC C H G DCE / www

Ref. 150358

Since the first postage stamp was issued in 1840, economics, social evolution, conflict and politics
have all contributed to the shaping of the identities and the footprints of the world’s countries both
present and past. One-time autonomous regions were colonized, others occupied, some annexed,
independent states were amalgamated and intact entities partitioned. Some of these changes were
continuous in that relatively new entities further evolved and emerged yet as even newer entities.

...
15
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Still, in other instances some reverted back and in time, came full-circle. The current roster of the
world’s countries is nearing 200 but this is only a small percentage in comparison to the number of
countries, regions and territories that preceded them. Regardless of the circumstances, one of the
earliest steps initiated to announce the emergence of a new identity was the issuance of postage
stamps bearing its name- it’s proclamation to the rest of the world of its existence. In philately, that
first stamp- so symbolic to every new entity’s identity- is known as a “First Issue”.
From design, conviction and passion, the Samuel S. Ting Collection is unarguably one of the finest,
most comprehensive collections specializing in first-issue material ever compiled. Guiding the
collection from its earliest, the major reference catalogs were combed page-by-page and a detailed
list was compiled of first-issues from current and extinct countries, independent and pre-federated
states plus provisional issues. To further enhance the scope and depth of the collection, specialty
catalogues were similarly consulted and regional as well as era-specific entities were added-forming
the master list around which the collection has been built. To date, 91 % of that list is now incollection and fewer than 80 issues away from being 97 % complete. This equates to an impressive
1700-plus distinct entities which include the not so rare to the very rare (e.g. less than 200 ever issued
and less than 500 ever issued). With diligence, those key issues requiring authentication have been
either by certificate and/or signature. It truly is a world-wide collection further reflected by the fact that
material has been drawn in from over 40 countries, on 6 continents.
In keeping with the stature of the collection and to ensure appropriate safeguarding and presentation,
custom stock-sheet binders were handcrafted- each embossed with the collection’s unique logo
and housed in matching protective slip covers. Additionally, a 55-page alphabetical index facilitates
navigation of the collection which is also in a matching binder and slipcase. At the issue level,
each piece is properly identified with a label detailing relative information such as year of issue,
authentications, etc. and secured within archive quality stock-sheets.
Considering the resource and time commitment required as well as the scarce availability of key and
rare material, once-in-a-lifetime mature collections of this caliber are few and far between. They often
remain privately held and opportunities to acquire them seldom occur. There is only one Samuel S.
Ting Collection and for the first time in its existence, this exclusive collection is being made available
for one discerning investor.
Please consult our website for a complete scan of the collection

Price on request
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Argentina

First Republic Issue Showpiece

F

Ref. 136959

1862 5c rose strip of seven neatly tied by dotted ovals and straight line “CERTIFICADO” on 1863
registered cover from San Nicolas to Rosario, a superb usage and stunning exhibition item.
Expertise: Signed Holcombe

Price: CHF 36’000
17
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AustraliaN STATES / Queensland

Unique Queensland and New South Wales Combination

F (SG 59)

Ref. 136524

1873 Envelope from Thorgomindah to Victoria with 1868-74 1d orange-vermilion strip of four in
combination with NSW 1871 2d, all by tied “34” numeral on cover, with Thorgomindah, Hoodsville,
Wilcannia, Melbourne and Warrnamboul bs.
Believed to be the only recorded mixed franking from Queensland and is shown to illustrate the
alternative overland route between colonies, as opposed to the more usual sea route, a few cover
tears at top not detracting. An important exhibition item.

Price: CHF 9’500
18
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AustraliaN STATES / Queensland

Attractive Franking to Ireland from a Small Town

F

Ref. 136523

1876 (Feb 15) Envelope from Cambooya to Ireland with 1d strip of 6 and single and 2d single cancelled
by rayed “120”, paying the 9d single rate via Brindisi, reverse with Brisbane and H&K PACT/5 cds,
one 1d damaged, a rare and spectacular franking
Provenance: “Emerald”

Price: CHF 2’300
19
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AustraliaN STATES / Tasmania

Scarce Franking “Per Lightning”

F (SG 16+17)

Ref. 136522

1856 (Aug 23) Folded cover from Launceston to England with 1855 2d green and 4d deep blue tied by
“60” numerals, endorsed “Pr Lightning”, carried by Black Ball Line ship via Cape Horn and Liverpool,
arrival ds, adhesives barely touched at right, fine

Price: CHF 2’300
20
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Belgium

Médaillon Three Colour Franking to Greece

Ref. 136970

F (COB 12A+11A+10A)

1849 Médaillons complete set with an extra 40c (just touched otherwise good margins), tied by “24”
numeral of Brussels, sent to Athens in Greece with arrival backstamp
A beautiful three-colour franking and rare destination for the Médaillon issue
1849 Série complète plus un 40c supplémentaire (touché sinon les autres très bien margés), oblitération
de la perception 24 sur lettre de Bruxelles (20.5.60) pour Athènes en Grèce, au verso cachet d’arrivée
d’Athènes du 19 mai (décalage du calendrier orthodoxe), bel affranchissement tricolore à 1F10 (voie
française) pour cette destination rare en médaillons
Expertise: Signed Holcombe and Goebel

Price / Prix: CHF 19’000
21
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The “Miss Rose” Cover

PRIVATE TREATY 2016

British Guiana

The “Miss Rose” Cover

F

Ref. 148561

1850-51 Cottonreel 2 cents black on rose, VERTICAL PAIR USED ON COVER to Miss Rose of
Plantation Blankenburg, both are Townsend type B, security initials “ETED” of postal official Dalton,
fully tied by two Demerara cds AU 5 1851 (another strike on reverse), this cover famously found
by Miss Rose when she was asked to donate any early stamps to a charity bazaar taking place in
Demerara, the proceeds going to Christ Church.
A tremendous and important cover bearing two of the world’s rarest classic stamps.

24
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This 2 cents value was originally a supplementary issue to pay the local rate for a Penny Post in
Georgetown. The Penny Post was not much used, as no examples of letters so sent have survived.
However, three instances of the 2 cents used in pairs, to pay the 4-cents inland rate for the first
mileage band, are known to exist, one being in the Royal collection.
The 2 cents is the rarest of the entire Cottonreel issue. Of the examples available to collectors, there
are two single stamps and two pairs on cover.
Provenance: Luard 1896, Duveen 1896, Hind 1934, Champion, Dale-Lichtenstein 1969, Cartier 1977

Price on request
25
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Burma
The “Burma” Collection of Classic Cancellations
G F / www

Ref. 136793

1858-1938, Collection housed in fifty-three albums with almost 4,700 covers and cards and a quantity on
pieces and loose, the first ten volumes (720 covers and cards) are devoted to Rangoon and includes D28
on 1888 1/2a stationery envelope to Rangoon, D48 on 1888 1/2a stationery envelope to Prussia, HS1a
on 1918 envelope to Pegu, KD90 1907 envelope to Germany franked Edward 1/2a, 2a, R11 , R16A and
R17A on 1884 envelope registered to Surrey, DY3 on 1907 1/2a stationery card to Rangoon, DY35 on
1909 1/2a stationery envelope to Rangoon, DY55 on 1928 cover to Rangoon, UP36 on 1892 stampless
letter to India, UP48 on 1910 1/4a stationery card to Rangoon, I8 on 1924 local letter, thereafter arranged
alphabetically and including Akyab Bazar D4 on two 1925 covers (one registered) to India; Alon D1 on
1887 1/2a stationery envelope from Calcutta, D3 on 1911 cover to Rangoon; Amhurst KD4 on 1895
2a stationery cover to England; Apbyauk D2 on 1908 1/2a stationery cover to Rangoon; Athegyi UP2
on 1910 cover to Rangoon; Bassein I32 on 1913; registered envelope to India, R36 on 1933 registered
envelope to India, UP4 on 1914 cover to Rangoon, UP5 on 1931 cover to India, DP1 on 1908 cover from
India; Bogale K2 on 1898 cover to Rangoon; Chaukwa D3 on 1922 cover to India; Chaunzon D3 on 1911
registered cover to India; UP3 on 1915 cover to India; Dabein UP2 on 1921 cover from Rangoon, UP6
on 1929 cover from India; Dedaye R4 on 1907 envelope registered to Rangoon, UP5 on 1926 cover to
India, UP2 and UP6 on 1937 cover; Deiku R2 on 1910 registered cover to India; Eime D2 and K1 on 1907
cover to India, UP3 on 1924 cover to Moulmeingyun, UP5 on 1930 cover to India; Ela KD2 on 1930 1a
stationery envelope to India; Gyobingauk D1 on 1900 1/2a stationery envelope to Prorne, R5 on 1905
envelope registered to India, PP3 on 1937 cover; Gyogon K1 on 1889 cover to India; Henzada R20 on
1930 1/2a postal stationery card to Dabein; Henzada DY2 on 1908 1 1/4a stationery card from Magwe;
Henzada R.M.S. D2 on 1a stationery cover to India; Hlaingbon D2 on 1930 1a stationery envelope to
India; Hlegu D2 on 1895 1/2a stationery envelope to India; Hmawbi UP4 on 1927 cover to India; Hmawza
D1 on 1910 envelope to Paungde; Htonbo D2 on 1926 cover from Paduang, D3 on 1935 cover to
Hmwabi; Insein UP4 on 1922 cover to India; Kamawet D1 on 1927 cover to Rangoon; Kanbalu KD2 on
1924 1/4a stationery card to Mandalay; Kanbe UP3 on 1932 cover; Kangyidaung R8 on 1922 cover to
India, DY2 on 1923 cover from Rangoon; Kanyutkwin D6 on 1946 cover to Thanatpin , DY2 on 1936
cover from Rangoon, DY3 on 1940 cover from India; Kawa UP4 on 1937 cover from India; Kawkareik D4
on 1927 cover to Rangoon; Kayan UPS on 1937 cover from Ceylon; Kyaukpyu UP3 on 1922 cover to
Rangoon, UP4 on 1926 cover to India; Kyauktaga KD3 on 1919 cover to India; Kyauktan UP6 on 1947
cover; Kyauggon KD2 on 1916 cover to India; Kyawzan R2 on 1905 cover to Rangoon, UPS on 1929
cover to Rangoon; Kyondo D4 on 1936 cover registered from India; Kyonmangne UP3 on 1931 cover
from India, D2 on 1936 cover to India; Kyonpyaw D13 on 1928 cover registered to India; Kyonpyaw R5
on 1929 cover; Kywebwe D2 on 1925 1/2a stationery card, UP3 on 1936 cover; Kyaikto R5 on 1907 cver
registered to India; Laukhaung D3 on 1930 cover registered to Rangoon; Ledaunggan D3 on 1935 cover;
Lemyethna KD2 on 1905 postcard to India, UP2 on 1906 cover from Rangoon; Letpadan D4 on 1910
cover, UP4 on 1925 cover from India; Lewe D2 on 1927 cover to India; Magwe HS5 on 1935 1a stationery
envelope to India; Mandalay-Zegno UP7 on 1928 cover to Bristol; Mansi D4 on 1932 cover to London;
Maymyo D5 on 1901 1/4a stationery card from India; Minhla D7 on 1924 cover to India; Moulmein KD32
on 1915 cover to Rangoon; Myaungyma UP3 on 1909 cover to Rangoon; Myohaung D2 on 1911 cover
to India; Nyaunglebin D5 on 1913 1/4a stationery card to Rangoon; Othegon KD5 on 1931 cover to India;
Pa-An D3 on 1920 cover from Pegu; Pegu UP13 on 1932 cover to India; Prome D25 on 1915 1/4a card
to Hmawza; Pyawbe R2 on 1904 1/2a stationery cover to India; Pyu DY2 on 1911 1/4a stationery card
from Rangoon; Rangoon-Ahlone KD5 on 1914 cover to the USA; Rangoon-Kandawglay DY2 on 1902
1/4a card from Rangoon; Rangoon-Suratee Bazar KD3 on 1909 1/2a stationery envelope; RangoonMinto Mansions KD4A on 1924 postcard to Mandalay; Sagaing D4 on 1904 cover to India; Taikgyi UP1
on 1934 1a stationery card to India; Shwenyaung D2 on 1907 cover registered to India; Thayetkon D3
on 1921 cover to India; Thongwa UP3 on 1928 cover from Rangoon; Thonze R12 on 1935 envelope to
Rangoon; Wabalaukthauk D2 on 1931 1a stationery envelope to India; Yandoon DY3 on 1924 cover from
India; Zaingganaing D2 on 1932 cover to India, etc., the items mentioned and many others are the only
recorded covers, there are in addition many earliest and latest recorded dates, condition is mixed as usual
but many are fine. A tremendous lot and the definitive collection of this fascinating area representing many
years of research and would be practically impossible to duplicate

Price on request
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Burma

136792ex

136791ex

The “Burma” Collection of Travelling Post Offices
Ref. 136792

G F / www

1885-1947, Collection of Travelling Post Offices housed in nine volumes with over 750 covers and
cards and a number of loose stamps or pieces, including Rangoon-Calcutta Steamer Service, ten
covers or cards with type D1 cancellations, Sittang Railway Rangoon-Prome with many earliest and
latest recorded dates, some only recorded examples; Rangoon-Pyinmana; Mandalay-Toungoo with
set 2 type KI on cover to Rangoon (only recorded example); Rangoon-Toungoo Express with set 1,
type D2 on covers to Monywa (only recorded example); Prome-Mandalay (Steamer Service); RangoonHenzada (Rail); Mandalay-Naba (1935-37 seven covers); Kanbalu-Naba; Pegu-Moulmein; PromeMandalay; Pakokku-Homalin; Monywa-Mowlaik; Thazi-Heho 1939-41 (3 covers); Mandalay-Maymyo;
Thazi-Aungban; Henzada-Kyangin; Moulmein-Mudon (1929 cover); Rangoon-Pegu; Pegu-Thongwa;
Pyinmana-Taungdwingyi; etc., many earliest or latest known dates and several only recorded examples.
Mixed condition as usual but many fine. The definitive collection of this most interesting subject

Price on request
The “Burma” Collection of Middle Period Cancellations
G F / www

Ref. 136791

1937-42 Collection housed in eight albums with over 450 covers and cards and a quantity on pieces
and stamps including Chauk type D5 on 1938 cover; Eime type UP4 used as an arrival ds on 1937 cover
from Moulmeingyun; Ela type D4 on 1941 registered cover to Penwegon; Harmingyi type M1 on cover
to Canada; Henzaday/Due type UP6 on 1939 cover to Kyonpyaw; Katchaung type D1 on 1941 cover
to India; Kyaukse type UP3 on 1940 postcard from India; Kyukok type KD2 on 1941 Censored cover to
Hong Kong; Kyaiklat type D14, examples on two 1938 envelopes; Kyaikpi type UPS on 1938 cover tram
India; Kyaukrne type R3 on 1939 registered cover to Ireland; Mandalay type UP17 on 1940 cover from
India, octagonal type UP8 on two 1938 covers; Mandalay Railway Station type KD4 on 1939 registered
envelope to Ireland; Mandalay-Shanzu type D3 on 1939 registered envelope to Ireland; MaymoAlexandra Barracks type UP5 on 1941 censored; Myotha type D4 on 1938 cover to India; Nattalin type
DY3 on 1942 letter from Rangoon; Nyaungoo type UP3 on 1940 cover from India; Prome type HS7 on
1937 cover to India, type UP9 on 1938 cover to India; Sagaing Hill type D2 on 1938 cover to Rangoon;
Shwedaung type KD4 on 1937 cover to India; Sidoktya type D4 on 1939 cover registered to Ireland;
Sinbyugyun type D7 on 1941 cover to India; Taikgyi type D6 on 1941 cover to India; Taze type D3 on
1940 Censored cover to the US; Toungoo Bazar type UP2 on 1941 cover from India; Yenangyaung type
UP2 on 1937 cover to Rangoon; Yitkangyi type KD1 on 1939 cover to India; Yandoon type D8 on 1939
cover from Rangoon, etc., most of the items mentioned are the only recorded covers, many other earliest
or latest recorded dates, mixed condition as would be expected but many fine. A marvellous collection

Price on request
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Burma

The “Burma” Collection of British Military Administration Cancellations

G F / www

Ref. 136790

1945-47 British Military Administration collection housed in seven albums, incl. 492 covers and cards
and a quantity of pieces and loose stamps, including Akyab types UP14, DY8; Chauk type M1 on
two 1947 covers to India; Chauzan type M1 on two 1947 covers to India; Eime type D6 on two
1946 covers, M1 on 1948 cover; Hmawbi type KD4 all five 1946 covers; Hsipaw on 1945 cover;
Kanyuthkwin type KD4 on 1947 coyer; Lashio; Myingyan type KDll on 1945 cover; Namkhan type
D4 on two 1946 forces Mail covers; Neikban type M1 on 1946 cover; Pwinbyu type M1 on 1947
cover; Pyawbwe type M1 on 1947 cover; Thonze type KD8 on six 1946 or 1947 covers; Tongyi type
M1 on 1946 cover, etc., man)' earliest and latest dates, several only recorded examples, etc., mixed
condition as usual but a fine group and a valuable collection

Price on request
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Canada

The 1851 New Carlisle-Gaspé “Three Pence” Issue
Unique Canada Postmaster Provisional

F

Ref. 56767

The first item to be encountered in the listings for “Canada” in the SG, Scott or Yvert catalogues
(and the ONLY item listed ahead of the first adhesive issue) is the entire imprinted with “Three
Pence” in decorative border, used on April 7, 1851 (the date of the cds) to Toronto, with faint red
Quebec transit of April 16 on reverse. Across the right end of the entire is the ms docketing, “Letter
R.W.Kelly April 1851.”

...
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Mr. Kelly, the sender, was also the postmaster of New Carlisle, and evidently was responsible for the
printing of such entires to denote prepayment of postage during the gap between the transfer of the
post office to the Colonial government (on 6 April 1851) and the arrival of the first adhesive stamps,
expected by the end of the month.
The United States and Confederate States postmasters’ provisionals are closely analogous; there,
too, numerous items have been accepted, some in recent years, which are unique or nearly so,
following in the footsteps of John Luff, whose 1937 handbook “cemented” the status of most of the
1840s provisionals, which have long been listed in the Scott catalogues.
The New Carlisle provisional has led a relatively sheltered existence, first mentioned in the London
Philatelist at the end of the 19th century. Its first appearance at auction was as part of the famous
Ferrary collection. When sold, it soon ended up in the hands of Maurice Burrus, where it remained for
nearly 40 years. The Stanley Gibbons company bought the stamped envelope from the Burrus sale,
and soon understood the importance of what they now owned. Certificates from the “Royal” and the
BPA as a GENUINE POSTMASTER’S PROVISIONAL have been complemented by a recent certificate
from Sismondo, which is highly detailed, and states, in part:
“Examination ... included use of a full range of appropriate optical and scientific instruments, including
a broad range of ultra-violet lighting, microscopic study of the inks, and extensive ink composition
analysis...” and, “The envelope did not at any time bear a rate marking or postal marking other than
those mentioned above” and “the printing of the stamp, which is from a metal die, is below the
docketing manuscript, and therefore prior to it.”
The UNIQUE item from the only known issue of a Canadian Postmaster’s Provisional, this cover must
rank as the top item of Canada and indispensable for any collection of Canada striving to be the best
- or the most complete!
Expertise: Cert. Sismondo, RPS and BPA
Provenance: Ferrary, Burrus, “Consort”
The New Carlisle, Gaspé, is a true postmaster’s provisional, fitting all the criteria as given above. The
same can be said for most of the handstamped and press-printed entires and adhesives listed and
long established as Bermuda, USA and CSA postmasters’ provisionals. The nature of the “Three
Pence” imprint was to show prepayment of the required postage, NOT payment or deficit of postage
struck at the post office counter, en route or at the destination–the functions of a “fancy rate mark”–
and thus this was a true provisional made in anticipation of the first adhesive issue of Canada.

Price on request
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Canada

1851 Prince Albert Single Franking

F (SG 2)

Ref. 136953

1851 6d slate violet on vertically laid paper, good to large even margins, tied by target cancel in black,
on cover from Montreal to Toronto, showing red Montreal cds alongside, very fine
Expertise: Cert. Holcombe

Price: CHF 4’200
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Canada

Rare 1857 Prince Albert Single Franking

F (SG 23)

Ref. 136954

1852-57 6d reddish purple on very thick soft wove paper, large to huge even margins, tied by diamond
of bars in black, on cover from Toronto to Rochester, New York, showing Toronto cds & red PAID
alongside, an exceptionally fine stamp and very rare in this quality (SG £8’000+)
Expertise: Cert. BPA

Price: CHF 6’500
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Canada / Newfoundland

Martinsyde “Supplementary Mail” Flight

F
Ref. 136969
1919 (Jul 21) Envelope franked Alcock & Brown $1 on 15c, correctly dated 12 July 1919, sent to
Sopwith Aviation Co. in London, missing most of backflap, incl. enclosed letter

An important airmail rarity as very few are recorded
Provenance: Bute

Price: CHF 20’000
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Canada / Newfoundland

The De Pinedo Flight

F

Ref. 136968

1927 De Pinedo 60c black, tied by duplex “ST.JOHNS/MAY.20.1927” on envelope, Trepassey-RomeLondon flight, very fine and very rare usage
Airmail rarity

Price: CHF 20’000
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Cape of Good Hope

Two Blocks of Four on a Legal Front

F (SG 1a)

Ref. 136526

1853 1d Deep Brick-Red in TWO BLOCKS OF FOUR on legal front to Cape Town, neatly tied by
CGH obliterations, paying double the 4d inland rate, mostly large margins to touching in two places,
minimal foxing.
A spectacular franking and a rare piece
Provenance: Dale-Lichtenstein, 1989, lot 122

Price: CHF 8’000
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Cape of Good Hope

1861 4d “Wood-block” on Cover

F

Ref. 136521

1861 4d Blue “Wood-block”, touched to massive margins, showing portions of adjoining stamps on
two sides, neatly tied by “CGH” triangular hs to 1861 folded cover from Port Elizabeth to Grahams
Town, stamp with excellent impression and colour

Price: CHF 7’000
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China

Soldier’s 1d Concession Rate Cover from Shanghai

F

Ref. 136120

1863 (Apr 22) Envelope from Shanghai to England with 1854-57 1d rose-red (SG C10(5)) tied by
“SHANGHAE” code C cds (Webb type A), with further strike on reverse along with Hong Kong and
London cds, headed and countersigned “Sergt. Major Thos. Yaxley, Coms’ Staff Corps, China”,
cover faults and some staining to stamp
Thought to be the only GB 1d red concession rate cover cancelled at Shanghai, an important Treaty
Port exhibition item
Note: Illustrated in Webb, plate 20
Expertise: Signed Holcombe, cert. RPS
Provenance: Pearmund

Price: CHF 30’000
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Colombia

Extremely Important First Issue Three Colour Franking

Ref. 121117

38
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F (Scott 3+4b+6(x3))

Ref. 121117

1859 (Sep 26) Complete folded letter (in English) from an English merchant in Bogota to his brother in
HAMBURG, with 5c and 20c tied together on face by “9.” hs, with pair of 20c plus 10c tied together
on reverse by same, sent via the English mail with British P.O. Cartagena bs (dated OCT 10 / 1859)
and London transit (Nov.1) plus Hamburg Prussian mail bs (St. P.A. / 4 Nov. 59), ms “2/8” (2sh8d)
rated in London plus ms “46” (schillings) in red crayon on arrival, all stamps with ample to huge
margins, very fine
Nothing comparable is known for its multicolour franking and rare destination. Ex Langlais and
Hackmey; it escaped the grasp of other famous collectors of Columbia such as Londono, Hubbard
and Goeggel, and is in a special class all its own - a true world-class rarity.
The double weight Colombian franking (75 centavos) paid for the internal transit from Bogota via
Honda to Cartagena (25 centavos) plus 50 centavos for maritime postage, and was given to the
British Consul in Cartagena for onward transmission. Note small m/s “2” on reverse confirming 2nd
echelon of weight. The use of the British post was necessary as Colombia did not then have a postal
convention with Prussia. The “46” applied at the Prussian postal agency in Hamburg represented all
charges for a double weight letter from Carthagena, incl. the British charge.
The cover was carried from Cartagena to St. Thomas by the ship “Solent” on Oct. 10 and was
transferred to the “La Plata” which carried it to Southampton - both steamboats of the Royal Mail
Steamship company.
One of the most important First Issue covers from anywhere in South America
Expertise: Cert. RPS (1980)

Price on request
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Cuba

One of the Most Comprehensive Collections
of the Cuban Republic Ever Formed

CC C H G F J A P S / www

Ref. 123501

Extensive Collection of the Stamps & Postal History of the Republic of Cuba from 1896-1993
This remarkable assembly is the result of 30 years of collecting by a passionate and avid philatelist.
It is is housed in over 40 albums, and includes the entire famous Ignacio Prats collection (Lot 4 in the
Greg Manning sale of June 2006, sold for $299’000), with strength and particular emphasis on essays,
proofs and specimen material, as well as covers including valuable groups of airmails with Zeppelin
flights and Rocket mail, booklets, inverted centres, plus much more including modern errors.

40
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Ref. 123501
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A more detailed description follows:
1899-1930: Outstanding and an utterly amazing specialised assembly with all the issues present, with
die proofs, proofs, essays, photographic proofs, specimens, imperfs, varieties, cross gutter blocks
of four & a wealth of covers, postal stationery etc. Some of the highlights & more detail follows:
1899 Issues of the Republic under US Military Rule: 1c to 10c, a wonderful specialised assembly
of die proofs, specimens, issued stamps in unused imprint marginal blocks, plus the rare booklet
panes (Sc.228b, $3’750, SG 302a, £3’250) & a wealth of over 80 commercial covers including the
2c bisect usage, cert. Baschwit; 1910 Portraits: An extensive study of this attractive issue showing
hand-painted mock-up proofs, photographic proofs, die proofs for all values, all eight values in mint
multiples & many with sheet margin control punches & SPECIMEN overprints, plus a very valuable
array of the scarce inverted centres with a massive combined catalogue value of $64’890 or £52’300,
individually described by value: Maso 1c unused in seven blocks of four, ten singles two being used,
plus one on cover (Sc. 239a, $10’140+, SG 312a, SG £7’800+), Gomez 2c unused in two blocks of
four, eleven singles three being used, plus one on cover (Sc. 240a, $12’075+, SG 313a, £9’975+),
Mayla 10c unused in two blocks of four & thirteen singles (Sc. 244a, $17’850+, SG 317a, £14’700+);
Zayas 10c special delivery in one block of four and seventeen singles (Sc. E4a, $27’500+, SG £22’000)
1930-65: Specialised array of single die proofs, colour trials, Waterlow & Sons Specimen proofs,
imperforates (many in corner marginal blocks of four), progressive proofs and other divers printing
varieties plus extensive array of commercial mail (1’000s)

Ref. 123501
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Ref. 123501

1966-93: Large accumulation of sets in imperforate pairs and blocks of four, many corner marginal &
other showing divers printing varieties incl. imperf. between, shifted or double perforations, missing
colours, shifted colours, pre-printing paper flaws, double impression, etc. (1’000s)
Airmails, Zeppelin Flights & Rocket Mail: A very valuable assembly of over 70 Zeppelin Flights to or
from Cuba, plus array of other airmail usages, plus a specialised collection of the 1939 Postal Rocket
Experiment
Booklets & Booklet Panes: 1899-1918, An outstanding array of booklet panes & complete booklets,
incl. 1902 2c Specimen booklet of 60, plus part sheets of booklet panes with control punches and
Specimen ovpts, plus three mint booklet panes (SG £3’250 each) & three complete Specimen
booklets, 1905 Lighthouse booklet cover Specimens (five different), 1911 2c three part sheets of
booklet panes, plus four other single panes all with control punches and Specimen ovpts and three
complete Specimen booklets, 1914 Map 1c & 2c booklet panes, 1917-18 1c, 2c & 3c Portraits in a
variety of complete booklets, booklet panes on covers, etc. (more than 50 complete booklets)
Fiscals: 1903 Alcaolo & Tobacco Tax stamps with SPECIMEN ovpts (70+); 1909-11
Telegraphs: Extensive specialised assembly of these attractive issues including hand-painted mockup proofs, die proofs, plus an large array of parts sheets for 19 different values, all showing control
punches and SPECIMEN overprints (1’100+)
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Without doubt one of the most comprehensive collections of the Cuban Republic ever offered, and
an excellent opportunity to build a number of exhibit collections (10’000s of stamps & 100s of covers)

Price on request
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Cuba (Spanish Colony)

Military Intervention Usage

F

Ref. 136924

1862 Folded cover from Veracruz to Vigo, franked 1r green pair, neatly cancelled by superb centrally
struck framed grill, used on January 30th during the two months of military intervention
A stunning showpiece of the greatest rarity

Price: CHF 25’000
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Denmark

The Unique 1852 2rbs Used Block of Four

Ref. 110771

H J (Facit 1II)

1852 2RBS deep blue, the extraordinary used block of four of deep rich colour, Thiele printing
(typographed burelage) from Plate II, positions 1-2/11-12, cliché types 1-4, with position 2 showing
the major recurring variety “Foot of 2 nearly dis-joined” (occurring once in each type group of 10).
Margins trimmed on three sides (including at top and at left by post office clerk, to prevent possible
forgery made on the unprinted margins), large margins at base and lightly cancelled by Copenhagen
“1” numerals in black, a sound and attractive multiple in all respects.
A major rarity of Scandinavian philately, being the only known used block of four.
Expertise: Certified Postiljonen, Nielsen and Möller,
Provenance: Dr. Gene Scott and Peer Lorentzen and a vital showpiece in the exhibit collections of each.

Price: CHF 50’000
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Dominica

E

Ref. 148536

2012 Birds, 4 sketches and 1 painting designed by the Artist, all signed Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 650

Eastern Rumelia
Trial Printing

H (Isfila YP149 var)

Ref. 137847

1881 “Empire” 20pa black perf.13 1/2 showing variety background colour (rose) omitted, postally
used with mute barred blue cancel, very fine
Expertise: Cert. Sismondo (2015) with a detailed analysis commenting that the stamp is printed on
fairly rough paper compared to the smooth paper of the issued stamps and therefore does not believe
that it is a simple variety, but possibly a short-lived trial printing on poor quality paper which, to his
knowledge, has not been recorded in standard or specialised literature

Price on request
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Egypt

The Famous Papyrus Letter

F

Ref. 137102

The two part letters written on papyrus from the Ptolemaic period being the 2nd century BC, were in
fact used as part of the feet protection in the mummification process and for this reason survived in
such a wonderfully preserved state
Important showpiece
Provenance : Nile Grand Prix Collection

Price: CHF 8’000
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Egypt

The Sonnino Maritime Archive

F

Ref. 54573

1834-1851 An intact original archive of many hundreds of disinfected entires all addressed to “Sign
G. Sonnino” or “Sign J. Sonnino” from Atfe, Constantinople, Malta, London, Livorno, Alexandria,
Cairo, mostly addressed to Egypt or Malta. Many hundreds are carried by the Posta Europea from
Cairo to Alexandria & bear the small oval cachet ‘AGENZIA DELLA POSTA EUROPEA/IN CAIRO’
mostly in black with some in blue, also others carried by the Austrian, French or British postal services
& show postal marking from these foreign post offices. The disinfection is seen mostly with slits in the
entires also shown are some Malta disinfection mkgs. The letters are mostly written in Italian, however
also present are some Greek & Hebrew. An oustanting archive for the postal historian (1200+ entires
& some 100’s of maritime documents etc.)

Price: CHF 35’000
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Egypt

British Hotel Post

F

Ref. 90950

1851 Envelope to Bombay, with black “FORWARDED BY / BRITISH HOTEL / CAIRO / S.SHEPARD”
oval cachet, ms “1/-” with blue Suez double ring ds below, scarce
Provenance: Jeidel

Price: CHF 3’500
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Egypt

Austrian Post Office in Alexandria Combination Franking

F

Ref. 91483

1866 (Aug 4) Cover from Cairo to Trieste, with 1866 1pi (trimmed perfs) tied by “POSTE VICE-REALI
EGIZIANE / CAIRO” cds in red, sent via the Alexandria Austrian PO with Austrian Levant 15s tied
by “ALEXANDRIA” s/l hs (Tranmer fig.1), filing fold through 15s, usual cover and perf. stains, an
attractive and extremely rare combination as well as a late usage of the s/l hs
Provenance: Byam, Rivolta and Oscar
Expertise: Certificate E. Diena (1992)

Price: CHF 12’000
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Egypt

Extremely Rare Registered Cover from the Austrian Office in Alexandria

F

Ref. 91482

1868 (Feb 21) Envelope sent registered from Cairo to Berlin, with two 1867 Penasson 2pi blue tied by
Cairo cds, sent via the Austrian PO with Austrian Levant 15s (on front) and 10s (on back), both tied
by the scarce “ALEXANDRIEN / RECOM” cds (Tranmer fig.8), usual cover faults and stains, opened
for display, a wonderful mixed franking, quite possibly a unique combination and a true exhibition
showpiece
Provenance: Jeidel and Oscar

Price: CHF 10’000
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Egypt

The Famous “Chantier VI” Suez Canal Cover

Ref. 136534

F

1869 (May 21) Cover sent from Chantier VI to Limone, Italy, with 1867-71 Penasson 20pa, 1pi and
2pi, tied by “CANAL DE SUEZ / CHANTIER VI” cds, paying to be sent registered but forwarded in
the ordinary manner as this office was not allowed to accept registered letters, sent via Alexandria,
Ismailia, Trieste and Turin (with corresponding bs), very fine, one of only 3 known covers with the
“CANAL DE SUEZ / CHANTIER VI” cancel
Illustrated on pg. 63 of “The Private Ship Letters of the World” by Ringström and Tester.
Certification: Signed Guilio Bolaffi, A. Bolaffi, A. Diena and Sorani
Provenance: Antonini and Fikry

Price: CHF 40’000
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Egypt

Three-Country Combination Franking

F

Ref. 136535

1871 (Mar 4) Envelope from Cairo to Switzerland, with Egypt 1pi red tied Cairo cds, sent via Alexandria
where Italy 20c and 80c were tied by Alexandria cds and/or “234” dotted numeral cancels, addressed
to an interned French soldier at Schaffhausen. It was re-addressed first to Chambery and then to
Versailles, and further franked on reverse with Feb. 1871 “Gratis.” label tied by Winterthur cds (18 III
71). Opened for display, the cover shows a large variety of transits and unrecorded italic script “Dopo
La Partenza” hs. Considered the most spectacular and important “Gratis.” cover in existence.
Expertise: Signed and certificate von der Weid (2001) and cert. Bach & Eichele which states, “An
exceptional mixed franking and combination cover”

Price: CHF 12’000
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Egypt / Suez Canal Company

Suez Canal Company 20c Sheet
Extremely Rare Complete Sheet

CC C J (SG 3)

Ref. 90935

20c Blue complete mint sheet with margins, hinged only in the corners of the sheet, odd spot of
discolouration and minor creasing, still a fine appearance and rare (SG £9’000+)

Price: CHF 3’200
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	Finland

The Famous Fabergé Block of Four

G (Facit 10C2+9v3C3)

Ref. 136528

1874-75 Roulette Issue (Roulette B) 1M Pale Orange-brown in block of four (positions 38-39 / 48-49)
plus two 40p Reddish Carmine on bluish lilac paper, all neatly cancelled by three JYVÄSKYLA 19/1
1875 cds on small piece, all stamps wonderfully fresh, a few short teeth (5 on the block and the usual
irregular rouletting for the 40p late printing), very fine and extremely scarce multiple
Provenance: Mertens and Fabergé
Expertise: Cert. Tuori

Price: CHF 10’000
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	Finland
One of Only Two Known Kopek / Penni Mixed Frankings

F (Facit 8v1C1)

Ref. 136529

20p Ultramarine, roulette B, tied by ST. MICHEL 20/11 1867 cds on 1860 5k Blue postal stationery
envelope to ÅBO, paying the correct 40p rate for long distance cover, boxed ANK 4/12 arrival ds
alongside, the 20p with short tooth at top but unimportant as this mixed franking is ONE OF ONLY
TWO KNOWN
Expertise: Cert. Tuori

Price: CHF 7’000
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	Finland

Unique Usage to France

DFE (Facit 10C3+5+6)

Ref. 136532

1867-73 Roulette Issue (Roulette C) 1M Brown together with 5p and 8p singles, all tied by BORGÅ
15/3 1870 cds on cover front to Cognac, France, with St.Petersburg transit and French entry cds, a
few short teeth and filing crease through the 1M, fresh and fine
An extremely important item as it is believed to be the ONLY cover to France bearing a 1M adhesive

Price: CHF 6’000
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	France

Rare 1F Vermilion Cover with Script Handstamp

Ref. 128436

F (Yv. 7)

Cover franked with 1F vermilion, good margins, tied by two grill cancels, with script “11 St Amans des
Cots” and Entraigues s/Truyères 20 May 1849 cds adjacent, very fine and rare
Only a few covers known with a script handstamp (from very small offices)
Lettre affranchie par un 1F vermillon bien margé, oblitéré grille (deux fois) avec à côté la cursive “11 St
Amans des Cots” et le càd Entraigues s/Truyères du 20 mai 1849, très beau et rarissime
Quelques lettres seulement sont connues avec cursive (très petits bureaux).
Expertise: Cert. Baudot et Calves

Price / Prix: CHF 35’000
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	France

1F Multiple Franking to the USA

F (Yv. 6)

Ref. 136997

1849 Cérès 1F carmine strip of three, clear margins all around, tied by roller grill cancel to 1851 cover
to the USA, with BR. PACKET BOSTON cds adjacent and reverse with Ligne de Calais cds, very fine
and rare double rate
1851 Lettre pour les Etats Unis avec 1F carmin bande de 3 obl. grille sans fin, pleines marges, càd
Br.PACKET BOSTON à côté et Ligne de Calais au verso, TB, rare double port

Price / Prix: CHF 3’500
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	France

1F Multiple Franking to the USA

F (Yv. 6)

Ref. 137047

1849 Cérès 1F carmine strip of three, clear margins all around, tied by roller grill cancel to 1851 cover
to the USA, with BR. PACKET BOSTON cds adjacent and reverse with Ligne de Calais cds, very fine
and rare double rate
1851 Lettre pour les Etats Unis avec 1F carmin bande de 3 obl. grille sans fin, pleines marges, càd
Br.PACKET BOSTON à côté et Ligne de Calais au verso, TB, rare double port

Price / Prix: CHF 2’800
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	France

Remarkable Multiple Franking to Mexico

F (Yv. 6)

Ref. 137065

1849 Cérès 1F carmine block of eight and a pair, used in combination with 10c bistre & 40c orange,
all tied by grille cancels in black, on 1851 folded cover from Paris, via London to Vera Cruz, Mexico,
a wide variety of rate, transit and arrival marking, including “6” reales hs paying the Mexican entry tax
A stunning exhibition showpiece with an amazing 10fr 50c franking
1849 1F carmin en bloc de 8 +une paire +10c bistre +40c orange obl. grille sans fin sur pli de Paris
1851 pour le Mexique, taxe mexicaine “6” reales.
Extraordinaire tricolore en 7ème échelon de poids à 10F50

Price / Prix: CHF 55’000
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	France

Tête-Bêche Strip of Seven on Cover

Ref. 137067

F K (Yv. 6e)

1849 Cérès 1F carmine in a horizontal tête-bêche strip of seven and two strips of three, used in
combination with 25c blue pair, with generally good to clears margins, all tied by grill cancels in black,
on 1851 folded cover from Paris, via Southampton to Vera Cruz, Mexico, a wide variety of rate, transit
& arrival marking, including “9” reales hs paying the Mexican entry tax
A truly amazing franking and an outstanding usage of the One Franc value
1849 1F Cérès TETE-BECHE dans une bande de 7 plus deux bandes de trois plus 25c bleu en paire,
en général bien margé, obl. grille sans fin sur pli de Paris 1851 pour le Mexique, taxe mexicaine “9”
reales. Cert. von der Weid
Spectaculaire 9ème échelon de poids.
Un des tête-bêche les plus rares de France sur lettre

Price / Prix: CHF 85’000
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	France

Rare 1F Vermilion Franking

Ref. 137072

F (Yv. 7)

1849 1F Vermilion showing very large even margins, tied by clear crisp diamond grid cancel, on large
envelope from Rennes to Nantes
An attractive showpiece showing this popular and rare stamp in superb condition
1849 1F Vermillon avec belles marges obl. grille sur grande enveloppe de Rennes 10.07.49 pour
Nantes, arr. au dos, TB, rare

Price / Prix: CHF 25’000
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	France

Rare Use of Multiple 1F Napoleon to Mexico

F (Yv. 18)

Ref. 136996

1853 1F carmine strip of three, large margins, tied by lozenge and Vera Cruz arrival datestamp on
folded cover from Paris 31.03.54 to Zacatecas, London transit, extremely rare franking paying the
double rate via English Packet
1853 1F carmin en bande de trois, belles marges, oblitéré losange et cachet Mexicain de Vera Cruz sur
pli de Paris 31.03.54 pour Zacatecas, transit par Londres en rouge, taxe mexicaine 4, affranchissement
extrêmement rare payant le double port par voie anglaise.
Expertise: Cert. Calves

Price / Prix: CHF 20’000
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	France

Tête-Bêche Strip on Cover to Mexico

F (Yv. 24b)

Ref. 137036

1862 Empire 80c rose, vertical tête-bêche strip of three, all tied by Paris star cancels, on folded 1864
cover to Puebla, Mexico, showing an array of various rate, transit and arrival mkgs, an attractive and
extremely rare usage of the tête-bêche
1862 80c Empire dentelé tête-bêche dans une bande de trois sur pli de Paris 1864 pour Puebla au
Mexique, taxe mexicaine “8”, deux dents courtes sinon TB, très rare
Expertise: signed Calves, cert. Behr, JF.Brun, ex Lafayette

Price / Prix: CHF 20’000
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	France

“Retouched 4” Variety in Mint Block

C J

Ref. 136654

1870 40c Bordeaux with “retouched 4” variety in mint block of four, superb and rare (Yv. €15’000 for
a pair!)
1870 40c Bordeaux avec variété “4 retouché” en bas à droite dans un bloc de 4, neuf, superbe,
rarissime, cote € 15’000 pour une paire !
Expertise: Cert. JF.Brun

Price / Prix: CHF 9’000
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	France

Ballon Monté to Russia

F

Ref. 137405

40c Siege (2) on a cover taken by Ballon monté by “Le Garibaldi” balloon from Paris 19.10.70 and
sent to St. Petersburg with rare 27.10.70 arrival cds on reverse, rare with only a few covers known.
A major rarity of the 1870 Franco-Prussian war.
40c Siège x2 sur lettre par Ballon monté de Paris 19.10.70 pour Saint-Pétersbourg par “Le Garibaldi”
avec rarissime cachet d’arrivée au dos du 27.10.70, quelques lettres connues
Pièce majeure de la Guerre de 1870

Price / Prix: CHF 46’000
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	France

The Burrus 15c Error of Colour on Cover

F (Yv 55+55b)

Ref. 136643

1873 15c brown on rose error of colour in combination with a normal 15c tied on cover to Epinal by
Lure 05.07.77 cds, with “OR” (rural origins) cachet, reverse with transit and arrival bs, very fine
The error was unnoticed and used as a 10c. The first cover known with this error, and a great rarity
of the classic French period.
1873 ERREUR 15c brun sur rose +15c normal oblitéré càd Lure 5 juil 77 sur lettre pour Epinal, cachet
OR (origine rurale), au dos càd bureau de passe 4169 et arrivée Epinal 6 juil 77.
L’erreur a été utilisée pour 10c, la probabilité d’affranchir à 30c avec deux timbres de même valeur au
lieu de 25c est pratiquement impossible.
La première lettre connue avec cet affranchissement.
Grande rareté des erreurs classiques de France.
Provenance: Burrus
Expertise: signed Friedl, cert. Robineau-Behr

Price / Prix: CHF 70’000
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	France

Three-Colour Franking to Mexico

F

Ref. 137022

1872 Folded cover from Paris to Vera Cruz, Mexico, franked 1862 5c green, 80c rose and 1871-75
15c bistre, all tied star cancel “24”, an attractive three colour franking from the different issues
1872 Lettre de Paris pour Vera Cruz au Mexique avec 5c Empire dentelé +80 Lauré +15c Cérès dent.
obl. étoile, càd Ligne B au dos, TB, joli et rare tricolore avec 3 émissions

Price / Prix: CHF 3’700
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	France

Colourful Franking to Mexico

F

Ref. 137049

1874 Folded cover to Tampico, Mexico, franked Cérès 80c pair, 30c pair and Siege 40c pair, all tied
by the Paris star cancel, an attractive, colourful and rare usage
1874 Pli pour Tampico, Mexique avec Cérès 80c en paire +30c en paire +40c Siège, obl. étoile, TB,
coloré et rare
Expertise: signed Calves

Price / Prix: CHF 1’700
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	France
1917 War Orphans Essay

Ref. 136648

A

1917 5F+5F War Orphans essay in black showing cockerel above the left value, very fine and very
rare
1917 5F+5F Orphelins de guerre, essai en noir avec coq sur la faciale, TB, très rare

Price / Prix: CHF 2’200

A

Ref. 148537

2014 Village de Coaraze, Alpes-Maritimes, 2 maquettes préparatoires, toutes signées Sylvia
Cornet, unique

Price / Prix: CHF 550
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	French Antarctic Territories

A

Ref. 148532

2012 Emission conjointe avec MONACO, 5 maquettes préparatoires dont une étude à l’huile, toutes
signées Sylvia Cornet

Price / Prix: CHF 3’700
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	Great Britain

Only Known Usage of Both Surcharge Values

F

Ref. 125198

1883 Envelope sent registered to Cologne bearing 1883 3d on 3d lilac and 6d on 6d lilac, paying
double UPU rate, 2d registration and 2d late fee, with “R” in oval, “REGISTERED” s/l and blue
Lombard St. oval registered ds, wax seal removed, this being the only recorded example of both
surcharges on cover, very fine and attractive

Price: CHF 5’750
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	Greece

Paris Print & First Athens Print Combination

F (Hellas 6a+12I)

Ref. 136542

1861 Paris Print 40L mauve on blue in pair (large even margins) and single in combination with First
Athens 10L pair of extremely coarse printing with very pronounced yellow wash, all tied to 1861 cover
from Athens to Genova paying the 100L rate, very fine
Pairs of the 40L are very rare on cover and the whole combination is fabulous, a most beautiful and
extremely rare showpiece for the postal history exhibit.
Expertise: Cert. Tseriotis
Provenance: Maximus and Zachariades

Price: CHF 7’500
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	Greece

Highly Attractive Four-Colour Franking

F (Hellas 5b+3b+4a+6b)

Ref. 136543

1861 Paris Print 20L prussian blue (good to large margins showing portion of adjoining stamp at right)
used together with Paris Print 5L (creased), 10L and 40L on cover from Nafplion (5 October 1861)
to Triest paying the 75L rate, a colourful and rare usage on the 5th day of issue of the Paris Print,
showpiece
Provenance: Zachariades

Price: CHF 5’750
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	Greece

Remarkable Paris Print Multiple Franking

Ref. 136544

F (Hellas 1b+3b)

1861 Paris Print 1L red-brown in horizontal STRIP OF FIVE (four with full margins and one touched
and lightly creased) plus 5L green in STRIP OF THREE (very close to huge margins), all tied neat “19”
lozenge with KARYTENA/14.OKT.61 cds alongside.
A stunning cover and one of the most attractive of all the first issue covers known.
Provenance: Dr. Friend (where it appeared on the front cover of the Robson Lowe catalogue in 1982
and realised CHF 11’500) and Zachariades
Expertise: Cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 10’000
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	Greece

The Most Beautiful Example of Paris Print Covers

F (Hellas 5a+4b+3b)

Ref. 136540

1861 Paris Print 20L blue in vertical strip of three (large to very large margins), 10 Lep and 5 Lep (also
with good to large margins), all neatly tied on folded entire to Trieste by clear crisp lozenge “31” with
KALAMAI/23.JAN.62 cds alongside, arrival backstamp.
The colour and freshness of this cover are unsurpassed. It is acknowledged as the most beautiful of
all the first issue covers, a key item for the connoisseur of gem quality classics
Provenance: Emerson and Zachariades
Expertise: Cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 10’000
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	Greece

Paris Print Multiples on Cover

Ref. 136541

F (Hellas 5a+3)

1861 Paris Print 20L blue and Paris Print 5L, both in two strips of three and both with clear to good
margins, tied by lozenge “13” of Pygros to 1862 cover from Triest to Kranilion, two stamps affected
by filing crease.
An attractive and most impressive combination and a great exhibition showpiece
Provenance: Zachariades
Expertise: Cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 9’000
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	Greece

Eye-Catching 2L Bistre Franking

F (Hellas 2a)

Ref. 136539

1861 Paris Print 2L bistre in strip of seven and strip of three (both with margins all around, three
stamps affected by filing folds), used together on 1865 folded lettersheet from Nafpaktos (22 Oct.)
to Patras.
A very fine cover of the highest rarity and a showpiece for a great collection
Provenance: Binos and Zachariades
Expertise: Cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 10’000
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	Greece

Major Greek Rarity on Cover

F (Hellas 8Ic)

Ref. 136549

1861-62 First Athens provisional printing 20L ultramarine without control figures on quadrillé
background, just touched bottom right corner to large margins, used on folded lettersheet from
Athens (25 Nov.1861) to Nafplion, very fine, an important exhibition item in excellent quality
Provenance: Binos and Zachariades
Expertise: Signed D.Spanos, A.Diena and W.Balasse, cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 40’000
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	Greece

Rare Block of Four on Cover

F J (Hellas 11Ib)

Ref. 137073

1861-62 First Athens (coarse) print 5L deep yellow green in block of four cancelled by “33” lozenge
on 1862 (Nov 19) small folded lettersheet from Gytheion to Athens, minor faults, very fine and rare
multiple with only two known blocks on cover
Provenance: Zachariades
Expertise: Cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 8’000
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	Greece

Papal States Combination Franking

F

Ref. 136548

1862 Folded cover from Rome to Athens franked with two pairs and two singles of the 1852-64 8b
tied by diamond grid cancels, with 20L applied on arrival for internal postage, attractive and scarce,
plus local cover franked with 2b
Provenance: Zachariades
Expertise: Cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 8’000
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	Greece

Papal States Combination Franking

F

Ref. 136547

1865 Cover from Rome to Athens, franked with 8 baj. two pairs and single, 2 baj. single plus 20l
added upon arrival, a v. fine and impressive rare franking
Provenance: Lascarides and Zachariades
Experrtise: Cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 8’000
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	Greece

Impressive Five-Colour Franking

F (Hellas 19f+15c+16c+17b+22d)

Ref. 136550

1862-67 Second Athens Print 20L deep dark blue used together with same issue 1L, 2L, 5L and
80L (2), all with clear to good margins, on 1867 folded entire from Marseilles to Athens (arr. 20 April),
paying the 188L rate, the 20L is affected by filing fold, a very fine and attractive 5-colour combination
Provenance: Holcombe and Zachariades
Expertise: Cert. Tseriotis

Price: CHF 5’750
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	Greece

The Remarkable Friend Cover

F (Hellas 15c+15d+15e+17)

Ref. 136551

1862-67 Second Athens Print 1L on cover from Argos (12 May 1867) to Tripolis bearing no less than
ten examples in a variety of claret-brown and red-brown shades as well as two 5L from the same
issue, some stamps touched at places.
One of the most striking and remarkable covers of classic Greece
Provenance: Friend, Holcombe and Zachariades
Expertise: Cert. Holcombe

Price: CHF 11’000
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	Greece

The Second Largest Mint Multiple Recorded

CC

Ref. 150342

1871-1876 2 Lepta pale greyish brown, unmounted mint, left sheet marginal block of 21, showing
good to large even margins.
Positions 21-44 showing signs of the “Inclined-Recessed Cliches” which are characteristic of the late
2 Lepta printings (see article in Philotelia 685, March-April 2014, pp 111-123). Note this characteristics
are found on position 22 (top margin), position 24 (bottom margin) and position 32 (bottom margin)
A superb showpiece and the rarest of all the Large Hermes Heads Two Lepta values, a truely great
rarity
(Note: A block of 9 recently sold for €17’500)

Price: CHF 24’000
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	Greece

Forty Lepta Groseille On Cover

F

Ref. 150355

1871-1876 40 Lepta DEEPEST BRIGHT GROSEILLE and 20 Lepta (both with minor defects), both
tied on folded entire from Piraeus, via Brindisi to Genova, by PIRAEUS/3.NOV (Julian) cds, with transit
and arrival bs

Price: CHF 6’000
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		Greece

F

Ref. 150341

1875-80 Cream Paper Printings: 1879 Small neat registered envelope from Chalkis via Athens and
Pireaus to Volos, with complete letter included, envelope and letter addressed with violet ink, franked
by the very rare 40 lepta bistre (Constantinidis Etude 64, Hellas 52) and 10 lepta orange (margin
added at left), tied by clear CHALKIS(56)/27.NOV cds with similar alongside and with straight line
REGISTERED plus handwritten registration number ‘3636’ in black, envelope sealed on reverse by
five wax seals, part cvr falp missing, attractive and a very rare usage of the 40 Lepta value

Price: CHF 1’200
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India

Unique Complete Series of 324 Colour Trials

A P

Ref. 116363

1894 (Oct 23), The complete series of 324 Queen Victoria colour trials prepared by De La Rue for
the 1895 2R, 3R and 5R issues, each perf 14 on unwatermarked wove paper and written up on 13
pages, with the original De La Rue archive pages included, plus the normal issued stamps and the
stamps with type 21 “CANCELLED” overprint and the 3R with diagonal violet “CANCELLED” ovpt.
(332 items in all)

...
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Ref. 116363ex

The 324 trials consist of 18 monocoloured and 306 bicoloured. 30 of the trials were selected as
“Appendix A” by De La Rue (only seven of each trial existed) including the adopted colours for the
1895 2R, 3R, 5R and also for the 1909 KEVII 10R, 15R and 25R. “Appendix B” comprised of the other
294 trials (only four of each trial existed).
The stamps are without gum as they were previously stuck down on the fifteen archive pages, a few
with small faults but overall superb condition.
An extraordinarily attractive collection and the only known complete set of all 324 colour trials. A lot
for a connoisseur of Indian philately.

Price on request
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Ireland

Rare Missing Accent on 1d Saorstat

C J (Hib. T48fa)

Ref. 120846

1922-23 Thom 3-line overprint, 1d Red in right marginal vertical block of six, incl. position 15/12
which is the famous accent error. The block has full original gum, and has minor separation which is
reinforced by hinges
The error position (at right center) shows the original “t” missing and inserted by hand, with a tiny dot
at top and MISSING ACCENT ON “a”
Only two such examples known: one from the T.E. Field collection, and this one from the Dr. Dulin
research study of these issues. A great overprint rarity.
Expertise: Signed Feldman

Price: CHF 3’500
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Israel
The “Jerusalem” Collection

CC C H G F J DCE A P

Ref. 138302

1948-50 Multiple award-winning exhibit collection mounted on 153 album pages, with strength in
the “Doar Ivri” issues, showing and outstanding an unique array of proofs, essays and artist hand
illustrated items, plus complete sheet of all the early commemorative issues and including the unique
set of the 1948 Doar Ivri 250m, 500m and 1000m in imperforate sheets of 50 with tab row at the
bottom, plus fine ranges of varieties including imperf. between stamp and tab, imperf. between pairs,
imperforates, booklets, gutter blocks, first day covers etc.,
A truly unique opportunity to acquire a great exhibition collection telling the story of the beginning of
the the State of Israel
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Ref. 138302ex

Price on request
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Italian States / Papal States

1 Scudo on Exquisite Cover to the USA

Ref. 129413

F

1854 Complete letter from Rome to USA franked by magnificent example of the 1852 1 Scudo high
value with margins all around plus 7 baj strip of three, good margins, and single 5baj, just touched,
light file fold, all tied by Roma cds (scarce on this issue, usually cancelled by lozenge grills), Boston
receiver.
An impressive three-colour franking of high quality, and the utmost beauty and rarity
Expertise: Signed Sorani, A.Diena, E.Diena and Fiecchi. Certificates A.Diena & E.Diena

Price: CHF 20’000
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Italy

C (Sass. L20g)

Ref. 137408

1863 DeLaRue 40c rose showing watermark “LE” from MINISTERO DELLE FINANZE, extremely rare
as only used examples are known, cert. Avi mentioning a few reperforation, a major discovery of
Italian classic philately

Price: CHF 18’000

CC (Sass. 214k)

Ref. 137407

1927 L1.75 with extremely rare mixed perforation 11 x 13 3/4, mint nh, cert. A.Diena 1959 for a pair
and E.Diena 1994 for the stamp, mentioned but not catalogued in Sassone, an important Italian rarity

Price: CHF 20’000
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	Korea

1884 Moon Issue 10m Used Pair
One of Only Two Used Pairs Recorded

H

Ref. 46257

10m Blue, perf. 9, a severed pair (faults) cancelled by SEOUL 26 NOV 1884 cds. Used examples are
extremely rare as the P.O. only opened for business on Nov. 18 and was completely burned on Dec.
4 1884. Only two pairs and a few singles recorded.
Provenance: Kerr, Wallberg
Expertise: Cert. Holcombe and Kerr

Price: CHF 6’000
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	Kuwait

Courvoisier archive of imperforate progressive proofs

P

Ref. 134282

1961-1996 Attractive assembly of more than 400 imperforates and progressive proofs, all originating
from the Courvoisier Archive, showing strength in an array of different thematic subjects, an unique
offering (423)

Price: CHF 10’000
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Libya
Courvoisier archive of imperforate progressive proofs

P

Ref. 134283

1961-2002, Attractive assembly of more than eight hundred (800) imperforates and progressive
proofs, all originating from the Courvoisier Archive, showing strength in an array of different thematic
subjects, an unique offering (850)

Price: CHF 15’000
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Luxembourg

First & Second Issue Combination Usage

F

Ref. 136962

1859 Small neat envelope from Luxembourg to France, franked Guillaume III 10c grey-black and
Armoires 30c violet, both tied by the 9-bar grille cancel
An extremely rare usage
Expertise: Cert. Scheller

Price: CHF 20’000
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Luxembourg

Extremely Rare Prussian Military Use

F

Ref. 136967

1859 37 1/2c Green with large to enormous margins showing portion of adjoining stamp at foot,
tied by Luxembourg cds to 1867 (Jan 16) envelope from the Prussian garrison in the fortress at
Luxembourg to Wesel in Germany (17.1), showing small oval “Officier Brief, Luxembourg” origin
cachet and framed “PD” hs
Extremely fine and the best of the five examples recorded of this Prussian military use on cover
from Luxembourg
Expertise: Cert. Goebel

Price: CHF 9’000
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Luxembourg

Second Issue Combination usage with North German Confederation

F

Ref. 136966

1868 North German Confederation 1gr. red on cover from Cassel to Wiltz, on arrival in Wiltz was
redirected to Ostende, franked 10c pair tied WILTZ cds
An extremely rare usage
Expertise: Cert. Scheller

Price: CHF 4’000
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The Bombay Cover

PRIVATE TREATY 2016

	Mauritius

The Bombay Cover

F

Ref. 148560

One of the “Crown Jewels” of philately and considered by many to be the greatest philatelic item
in existence.
“The quintessence of philatelic superlativeness”
L. N. & M. Williams (1953, 1993)
1d. DEEP ORANGE, TWO SINGLES, datelined Port Louis, January 1, 1850, on entire letter addressed
to “Thos. Jerrom Esq., Secretary to the Bombay Auxiliary Bible Society, The Esplanade, Bombay”,
cancelled by twelve-bar h.s., in circular format and the right stamp additionally by handstruck “2” in
circle; showing “MAURITIUS/G.P.O” crowned circle d.s. (Jan. 4, 1850) adjacent.
The stamps are of contrasting shades and impressions – the right stamp very sharp and the left a
little heavier – indicative of the primitive printing methods of single impression from a copper plate on
a hand press. Both stamps are of a brilliant colour and fresh with unusually large margins all round.
The cover has a small cut at right below “Society” in the address panel and has also been reinforced
at the joins.
The entire letter comprises a double letter sheet written by the Reverend Langrishe Banks on 1
January 1850. Surprisingly, the contents of the letter, which concern the acknowledgement of receipt
of a box of Scriptures, were not known until the Weill brothers allowed the letter to be opened in 1976.
Of optimum quality for what has been universally recognized as one of the “Crown Jewels” of philately.
Expertise: Philatelic Foundation certificate (1988) and British Philatelic Association certificates
(1989 & 2015).
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Bearing the two finest examples of the Post Office One Penny issue this cover realised the highest
price ever for a philatelic item in 1968 (Dale Lichtenstein auction) and can be considered to be on a
par with the British Guiana One Cent which was recently sold by Sotheby’s for US$ 9.5 m.

PROVENANCE
- C. Howard, 1897 (purchased for 5 rupees in an Indian bazaar)
- W. H. Peckitt, 1898 (£1,600)
- Vernon Roberts, 1898 (£1,800)
- W. H. Peckitt, 1905 (£2,000)
- G. H. Worthington, 1906 (£2,200)
- A.F. Lichtenstein, 1917 (a portion of the collection was purchased en bloc and the cover, which was
included, was reputedly valued at £11,000)
- Raymond H. Weill Co., sale Dale-Lichtenstein collection, H. R. Harmer, New York, 21 October 1968,
lot 1($380,000), World Record Price for a Philatelic item
- Private Sale 1990: Dr. Chan Chin Cheung
- Private Sale 1996: Guido Craveri
- Private Sale 2007: current owner

...
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EXHIBITED
- International Philatelic Exhibition, Manchester, June-July, 1899
- International Philatelic Exhibition, Grand Central Palace, New York, 16-23 October 1926, No. 197.
- International Philatelic Exhibition IPOSTA, Berlin, 1930
- The Royal Jubilee Stamp Exhibition, Royal Philatelic Society, London, 6 May 1935, The London
Philatelist, Vol. XLIV, No. 521 (May, 1935), p. 98 (illustrated in separate inset).
- PEXIP (Exposition Philatélique Internationale), Paris, 18-37 June 1937, No. 336.
- London International Stamp Exhibition, Royal Festival Hall, 9-16 July 1960, Court of Honour, Frame 14
(illustrated on p. 83 of the catalogue).
- Royal Philatelic Society, London, 2 May 1963.
- ARPHILA (Exposition Philatélique Internationale), Grand Palais, Paris, 6-16 June 1975 (illustrated on p.
99 of the catalogue).
- Interphil 76, Seventh U.S.A. International Philatelic Exhibition, Philadelphia, 29 May – 6 June 1976,
«Aristocrats of Philately” (illustrated on p. 81 of the catalogue).
LITERATURE
- The London Philatelist, Vol. VII, No. 82 (October, 1898), p. 269. This is one of the first sources reporting
the discovery of the cover and its acquisition by W. H. Peckitt.
- Georges Brunel, Les Timbres-Poste de l’Ile Maurice. Emissions de 1847 à 1898. Paris, 1928, p. 22.
- C. H. C. Harmer, «The ‘Thomas Jerrom’ Mauritius Letter», The London Philatelist, Vol. 78 (January,
1969), pp. 11-12. This provides biographical details about the recipient of the letter.
- Hiroyuki Kanai, Classic Mauritius, the Locally Printed Postage Stamps, 1847-59, London, 1981, p. 30.
According to Kanai: “This is the only example of two 1d. on cover in the record and both stamps are in
very good condition. The cover is one of the most famous in philately... In the opinion of many... (it) is
the most beautiful of the ‘Post Office’ covers now in existence”.
- “Post Office Mauritius 1d.”, The Philatelist, Vol. 43, No. 3 (December, 1976) pp. 74-75. The transcription
of the contents of the letter appears in this article.
- L.N. Williams, “Mauritius 1847 1d. – The letter Writer and the Recipient”, The Philatelist, Vol. 43, No. 6
(March, 1977), pp. 172-173.
- L.N. and M. Williams, Stamps of Fame, London, 1953, pp. 30, 42
The Williams brothers (p. 30) describe the cover as “the finest existing piece bearing the ‘Post Office’
issue...The letter, rightly, forms the pièce de résistance of the Lichtenstein collection, and is the
quintessence of philatelic superlativeness.”
- Encyclopaedia of Rare and Famous Stamps Part I (1993) pp. 199-201
- Encyclopaedia of Rare and Famous Stamps Part II (1997) pp. 141
- Die Blaue Mauritius / The Blue Mauritius (2011) pp. 19-221
- The Rediscovery of the “Post Office” Issue Printing Plate, David Feldman SA, 2015

Price on request
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	Mauritius

1848 “POST PAID” Earliest Impression

H (SG3)

Ref. 136561

1d Orange, position 12, good to large four margins, central numeral “2” cancel of Flacq, an
exceptional stamp
Provenance: Kanai
(Note: This stamp was Lot 25 in the Burrus sale 1936 sale (realised £1250) described “superb used
on piece with very early 2d blue in equally fine condition”.)

Price: CHF 15’000
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	Mauritius

“PAID” Cancellation on the 1d Dardenne

Ref. 136879

H

1859 Dardenne 1d deep red, four good even margins, fine used with superb PAID in circle cancel
A extremely rare stamp with this cancel, very few known
Provenance: Dale-Lichtenstein & Kanai

Price: CHF 3’500
Striking Multiple of the Lapirot 2d

H

Ref. 136589

1859 Lapirot 2d blue intermediate impression, position 5-6, horizontal pair, very large to huge margins
and showing part of lower stamp bottom left, excellent colour and neat cancels including part red
transit and hs cover rate marking, some small faults, marvellous appearance
Provenance: Dale-Lichtenstein & Kanai

Price: CHF 1’800
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	Mauritius
De La Rue 1s Single Franking

Ref. 136869

F

1860-63 De La Rue No Wmk: 1s green, tied “B53” on small envelope to England, ms “P. Steamer
Nepaul”, red “1 1/2d” accountancy mark and London 1863 arrival, very fine and attractive
Provenance: Kanai

Price: CHF 1’700
De La Rue 2s Franking

F

Ref. 136870

1860-63 De La Rue No Wmk: 1s buff, horizontal pair tied “B53” on folded cover to Bordeaux, bs’s
of Mauritius and Bordeaux, ms “per Sultan via Suez and Marseille”, small cover faults, very scarce
Provenance: Kanai

Price: CHF 2’300
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	Mauritius
De La Rue 9d Single Franking

Ref. 136871

F

1860-63 De La Rue No Wmk: 9d purple, tied “B53” on small envelope to England, red “4 1/2d”
accountancy mark, red London 1863 arrival, bs Mauritius/MY.6.63, very fine and very attractive
Provenance: Kanai

Price: CHF 1’300
De La Rue 8d Franking

F

Ref. 136867

1863-72 De La Rue Watermark Crown CC: 2d strip of three and single cancelled “B53” on folded
cover to Bordeaux, ms “Steamer Emirne via Suez & Marseille”, red octagonal Suez and PD alongside,
bs’s of Mauritius/SP.18.63, Cette and Bordeaux arrival, small cover faults, very scarce
Provenance: Kanai

Price: CHF 1’400
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	Mexico

F (Scott 5+4)

Ref. 136553

1856 First Issue 8r Violet plus 4r Red (sheet margin at foot), light MEXICO district ovpts, tied by
blurry cds to complete folded letter to Guadalajara with contents docketed Feb. 1861, an important
franking of the high values of the First Issue, fine

Price: CHF 4’100

F

Ref. 137079

1856 Folded cover from the port of Mazatlan to Durango, franked 1856 1/2r blue, 1r yellow and 2r
green, all tied fancy PTO. DE MAZATLAN strikes, very fine, colourful, attractive & scarce

Price: CHF 2’600
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	Mexico
1856 First Issue

DFE

Ref. 136555

1856 First Issue 8r & 4r MEXICO tied both by cds and by boxed registry datestamp (dated 7 Jan.
1857) to front of registered lottery cover to San Andres Chalchicomula (docket of receipt on reverse),
a rare combination of the two high values of the 1st Issue and a wonderful showpiece, one of the
most important covers of the issue, very fine

Price: CHF 8’000

F

Ref. 136554

1856 First Issue STRIP OF SIX of the Medio Real overprinted Durango and tied with red boxed Real
de San Dimas cancels (Sch. 290, “10/4” premium) to February 1857 folded cover to Mazatlan. 2001
RPS cert. says strip was rejoined (we disagree), lifted and re-affixed.
An extraordinary showpiece
Provenance: “Hidalgo”

Price: CHF 2’300
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Mexico

DFE

Ref. 136556

1856 First Issue 8r single franking, SALTILLO ovpt., tied by oval datestamp (Sch. fig.. 1355, inverted
month and date) and by ornate “CERTIFI- / CADO.” (Sch. fig. 1360, not listed on this issue) to April
1859 registered front with docket of receipt, large oval “CERTIFICACION...” as well (Sch. fig. 1352),
with manuscript transit of Monterrey. Only 420 8r values were sent to Saltillo and they are rare used
from there; a very fine showpiece

Price: CHF 8’000
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Mexico

F

Ref. 136552

1861 Second Issue 2r MEXICO, pair with central cds on cover to FRANCE, paying uncommon double
rate postage to Tampico, then via French packet with sharp blue octagonal “MEXIQUE” datestamp
and “24” tampon rate on front, octagonal “MEXIQUE / TAMPICO” transit plus Paris bs on reverse.
Expertise: Cert. RPS (2001)
Provenance: Lange

Price: CHF 4’600
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Mexico

F

Ref. 137075

1863 Envelope from Mexico via French PO in Tampico to Paris, franked on reverse 4r dull rose
on yellow & 8r green on brown, huge margined pair, all showing district ovpt MEXICO, an tied by
FRANCO/MEXICO cds, with octagonal blue MEXIQUE/18.AOUT.63 ds on front and MEXIQUE/
TAMPICO/18.AOUT.63, very fine & scarce

Price: CHF 15’000
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Mexico

F

Ref. 137077

1861 Folded cover from Mexico to Madrid, with 1861 Second Issue 1r black on green and 4r red on
yellow, tied MEXICO/FRANCO cds, with Spanish “16R” rate marking and superb PAID AT VERACRUZ crowned circle alongside, very fine & scarce

Price: CHF 11’000
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Mexico

F

Ref. 137074

1868 Folded cover from Mexico via London to Madrid, with 1861 Second Issue 2r black on rose and
4r red on yellow, showing showing district ovpt MEXICO, with Spanish “8R” rate marking alongside,
very fine & scarce

Price: CHF 5’200

F

Ref. 137084

1864 Monterrey 2r blue, on folded cover from Monterrey to Matamoros, cancelled with boxed
MONTERREY ds alongside, very fine & scarce

Price: CHF 5’750
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Mexico

F

Ref. 137083

1864 Aguilas 1/2r brown, large even margins, from consignment 119-1864, neatly tied FRANCO/
MEXICO cds, very fine & scarce

Price: CHF 2’500

F

Ref. 137081

1866 Small neat folded cover from Tepic to Guadalajara, franked with Maximilian 13c blue, 25c
brownish yellow and 50c green, all tied by fancy oval TEPIC hs, very fine, colourful, attractive & scarce

Price: CHF 5’750
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Mexico

DFE (Scott 38)

Ref. 136557

1867 Gothic “Mexico” pair of 4r red on yellow tied bx Mexico cds to registered cover front to Saltillo
(docket of receipt on back), an extraordinary nultiple franking (about 5 or 6 registered uses known
from entire issue, only a few of which have the 4r. as part of franking), important showpiece, very fine
Provenance: Lange

Price: CHF 8’000
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Mexico

F (Scott 57)

Ref. 136558

DISTRICT 14 (JALAPA): 1868 “Full Face” Hidalgo perf. 100c brown on brown and 50c with “14 68” &
Jalapa overprints plus 12c. with “4 68” & Puebla, tied to registered front from Jalapa to Mexico City
with endorsement of receipt on reverse, a spectacular three-colour franking, crease through 12c.,
fine overall

Price: CHF 1’800

DFE (Scott 50)

Ref. 136559

DISTRICT 8 (MAZATLAN): 1868 “Full Face” Hidalgo imperf. pair of the 100c showing relative
displacement of adjoining transfers, with “8 69” and Mazatlan ovpts. and central “O” cancel, on large
part registered front from there to Mexico City, with gorgeous negative Maritime Customs seal and
blue boxed registration datestamp, with docketing or receipt and handstamp of the Finance ministry
on reverse, a wonderful showpiece as multiple frankings are not common, creases, very fine
Provenance: Josling

Price: CHF 2’700
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Mexico

F

Ref. 137076

1875 Folded entire from Vera Cruz via the French Maritime office to Havana, franked 10c black with
district ovpt MEXIQUE, used in combination with France 30c brown tied dotted lozenge, with array of
transit and arrival mkgs alongside including boxed “PP”, VERA-CRUZ PAQ.FR.No.1/20.DEC.75 cds
etc., an attractive and colourful usage

Price: CHF 5’250
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Monaco

Ref. 137406

C

1885 5F Charles III in mint pair, very lightly hinged, very fresh and superb, a rarity as a pair
1885 5F Charles III en rarissime paire neuve, presque sans charnière, très frais, superbe
Expertise: sign. A.Brun

Price: CHF 30’000
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Monaco

Ref. 148651

A

2005 NIJINSKY, Projets refusés, 6 maquettes préparatoires, toutes signées Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 2’400

Ref. 148538

A

2007 British Museum Lord Foster of Thames, 1 étude signée Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 400
125
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Monaco

Ref. 148533

Ref. 148541

Ref. 148534ex
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Monaco
A

Ref. 148533

2008 Eglise St Charles, 3 maquettes préparatoires, toutes signées Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 1’600
A

Ref. 148541

2008 Femmes de l’Espace, 4 maquettes préparatoires représentant des femmes spationautes, toutes
signées Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 800
A

Ref. 148534

2010 Lycée Albert Ier, 12 maquettes préparatoires : 6 dessins à l’encre de chine et 6 à la mine
graphite et encre, toutes signées Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 4’000

A

Ref. 148540

2010 Grand hommes, 4 dessins d’Alfred Nobel, Theodor Hertzl, Karl Marx et Albert Einstein, tous
signés Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 800

A

Ref. 148535

2011 Poisson, 1 maquette à l’huile pour le timbre préoblitéré, plus deux maquettes à l’huile d’autres
poissons (refusées), toutes signées Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 800
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Monaco

A

Ref. 148539

2015 Livre Delta et Khirou, 18 maquettes préparatoires, toutes signées Sylvia Cornet, unique

Price: CHF 4’000
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Netherlands

Multiple First Issue Franking

F

Ref. 136538

1861 Cover Rotterdam to Belfast, franked 15c strip of three + pair + 5c paying 80c double rate, all
good to large margins, 2 stamps light cover crease, all tied FRANCO, red ROTTERDAM 16/7 61 cds,
LONDON PAID, bs BELFAST JY 19 61.
Very fine and rare double rate franking, choice cover
Provenance: “Emerald”
Expertise: Cert. Dr. Louis

Price: CHF 5’750
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Norway

Largest Known Multiple of the First Issue

Ref. 69132

H J (Facit 1)

1855 4sk Blue used BLOCK OF 39, plated as coming from pane B, positions 11-50 (thus comprising
nearly a quarter of the printing plate of 200!) and neatly cancelled by numerals “306” in concentric
circles, used at Trondheim.
The block was discovered at Trondheim’s Central Railroad Station, affixed to a parcel of documents
to the USA which had been returned as undeliverable - and then forgotten for about 75 years!
The “Trondheim” block was first exhibited at the 1930 Oslo International Philatelic exhibition, and
confirmed the recently published plating of the 1855 4 Skilling by Jellestad and Odfjell.
As can be expected from such a large used multiple, there are faults including trivial creases and tears
which certainly do not detract from its stunning, vibrant appearance.
Without doubt the most important philatelic item of Norway, and a major world rarity.
Exhibited: Oslo 1930 & 2005 (75th & 150th anniversary exhibitions)
New York 1996 Anphilex “Aristocrats of Philately,” London 1997 & Monaco 1997 “Rare Stamps of the
World” exhibitions
Literature: “Handbok over Norges Frimerker” (1963, vol. I, p. 61)
Provenance: Pieter Ahl

Price on request
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Norway

Largest Known Franking of the First Issue

F (Facit 1)

Ref. 137824

1856 (Aug 16) Cover from Bergen to Königsberg with a 48sk franking made up of a strip of 7, two
horizontal pairs and a single all with wide margins and cancelled by “25” numerals, paying the double
summer rate to the 3rd Tax Zone, with several transits incl. Bergen and Hamburg, very fine
The most important item of Norwegian postal history
Provenance: Pieter Ahl
Expertise: Signed G. Bolaffi, A. Bolaffi & Diena; certified Edgar Mohrmann and F. C. Moldenhauer

Price on request
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PERSIA

C H J DCE

Ref. 150347

Attractive old-time study collection of the Lion Issues mounted on 23 album pages showing a good
deal of completion unused and used, including shades and much duplication, with Riester Essays
three in different colours and proof on thick paper, Barre Essays (10), Bagari Issue with all four values
(41), 1875 Issue with all four values (60), 1876 Issues with blocks of four (113), 1877 Issues (11), 1878
Issues (40), plus 1878-79 Issues (13), mixed to very fine, an excellent basis for study (288)

Price: CHF 20’000
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PERSIA

H G DCE F

Ref. 150348

Attractive old-time study collection of the Provisional Issue for Meched, this rare and valuable
collection of the forgeries is superbly and knowledgeably illustrated and written up on ten album
pages, showing all values well represented with an array of different forgery type present, an excellent
basis for study (70)

Price: CHF 15’000
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PERSIA

The “Relais” Issue

F

Ref. 150349

1912 Registered cover from Rescht to Hamburg, bearing five different value with the “Relais”
overprint, tied RESCHT/25.JUIL.1912 cds with boxed registered cachet alongside, Hambur arrival bs
An important and extremely rare usage of the Relais issue as only very few covers are recorded

Price: CHF 7’000
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PERSIA

The “Kermanshah” Provisional Issue

F

Ref. 150353

1917 Parcel document from Kermanshah to Hamadan, franked on reverse of document 1911
Arms Issue 1kr, 5kr and two 10kr value, plus the extremely rare Provisional 12ch on 1kr all tied
Kermanshah/15.IV.17 cds, plus Hamadan arrival on front
An important and extremely rare usage of the Kermanshah issue as only very few such items are recorded

Price: CHF 9’000
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Peru

Extraordinary Usage of the Llamita Stamp

F

Ref. 91059

2c Llamita, TWO examples used on cover from Lima to Florence together with 5c Trencito, tied
by LIMA 27 ABR 874 c.d.s., plus a matching cover from the same correspondence dated a month
previous and bearing two 5c Trencito singles. Each has been charged 230c for sea and Italian postage
and bear postage due stamps for this amount, reverse bears Callao and London transits.
The usage of the two 2c Llamitas on cover is quite extraordinary and full documentation regarding the
passage of these covers is included in the lot. As there are only two recorded usages of the Llamita
on cover, this ranks as one of the top items of Peruvian Philately
Expertise: Cert. Moorhouse (1993), Holcombe (1993)

Price: CHF 25’000
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Peru

Triple Country Combination Franking

F

Ref. 136988

1875 US 3c green Wells, Fargo & Co. stationery envelope sent from Callao in Peru to Oregon City in
the USA, via Panama and San Francisco, franked with GB 3d rose strip of four and Peru 10c orange
pair all tied “C38” cancels
An attractive an colourful franking

Price: CHF 17’000
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Portugal

The Embossed Issues of King Luis with Curved and Straight Labels

CC C H G F J A P S

Ref. 116368

Exhibition collection neatly mounted and beautifully written up in Portuguese on 128 album pages (8
frames). The collection is arranged in five sections as follows:
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1) 1866-67 Dom Luis I - Curved Label - Imperforate
Pages 2 to 28, showing the only known proof for presentation, with three unapproved essays & two
approved, by Charles Wiener. Other items of importance are 5rs colour essays, mint & used blocks
of many of the values, 80rs strip on cover from the Azores, 100rs mint pairs & used block of six, and
the 120rs complete used sheet less one, being the largest known used multiple
2) 1867-70 Dom Luis I - Curved Label - Perforated
Pages 29 to 45, showing 5rs mint block of four, double impression varieties, 10rs used on booklet
paying the book post rate, plus a fine array of mint & used blocks for almost all values & an fine array
of cover with mixed issue frankings
3) 1870-76 Dom Luis I - Straight Label
Pages 46 to 109, showing 5rs to 100rs double impressions of the colour & embossing varieties,
15rs the unique moulding essay, fine array of different papers including wove, ribbed & chalky, also
perforated as well as imperforate. Extensive specialisation with mint, used, multiples, imperfs. & a
fine array of covers.
4) 1878-80 Dom Luis I - Straight Label - New Colours
Pages 110 to 122, showing 150rs imperf pair, plus mint multiple of most values as well as some
useful covers

...
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5) 1870-76 Dom Luis I - Straight Label - New Colours & Values
Pages 123-128, showing 20rs proof in complete sheet, plus mint block of six, the rare 1000rs
imperforate, two used strips (one with telegraphic star cancellations), plus some useful covers.
An outstanding exhibit collection

Price on request
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Reunion

A Stunning First Issue Franking

F

Ref. 137016

1852 15c black on blue, type II and 30c black on blue, type IV, singles of each with margins cut
along the frame lines but not into the design, both with vivid rich colours and sharp impressions,
uncancelled and affixed slightly overlapping on folded cover to Nantes, France, clear “ST.ANDRE
/ ILE DE LA REUNION / 23.AOUT.1852” cds alongside,with “ST.DENIS/ILE DE LA REUNION /
12.AOUT.1852” transit bs, endorsed per “Zaide” at upper left, red “Colonies Fra. / Marseille / 25
Nov.52” entry postmark and black “35” due handstamp
A stunning combination first issue franking, with the 30c paying the single interior rate plus 15c for
delivery to the harbor, one of only five recorded first issue combinations covers recorded and amoung
the most important of French Colonial philately
1852 15c type II +30c type IV, bien coupés autour des filets, sur lettre pour Nantes avec càd St
André 23 aout 1852, càd St Denis au dos, taxe double trait « 35 » pour payer la voie de mer, superbe
et rarissime combinaison des deux premiers timbres de la Réunion, cinq lettres connues, une des
grandes raretés de la philatélie des Colonies Françaises
Expertise: signed Calves & Sismondo, cert. Sismondo
Provenance: John Boker

Price: CHF 55’000
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Reunion

Extremely Rare Usage of the First Issue 30c

F

Ref. 137010

1852 30c black on blue, type IV, margins clear to just touching the outer frame line in places, deep
rich colour and crisp impression, uncancelled on folded cover to St. Denis, light but mostly clear
“ST.ANDRE / ILE DE LA REUNION / 30.AOUT.1852” cds at lower left and “ST.DENIS / ILE DE LA
REUNION / 30.AOUT.1852” arrival bs
A fresh and very fine usage paying the 30c rate between two different postal districts, a very rare and
desirable cover
1852 30c noir sur azuré (type IV) non oblitéré sur lettre de Saint-André pour Saint-Denis, avec cachet
ST.ANDRE/ILE DE LA REUNION 30 aout 1852 et au verso ST.DENIS/ILE DE LA REUNION, TB, très rare
Expertise: Signed Behr, Calves & Sismondo, cert. Sismondo
Provenance: John Boker

Price: CHF 22’000
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Romania

An Extensive Specialised Lifetime Accumulation

CC C H G F J DCE A P S M L K / www

Ref. 148562

An important lifetime accumulation of one very dedicated and advanced collector which includes a
specialised exhibition collection

...
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Exhibition collection covering the issues from 1858 to 1872 neatly mounted and knowledgeably
written up on 175 album pages, plus a massive, extensive and voluminous lifetime accumulation in
an additional nine albums with further issues included up to 1879. The extent of the entire collection
shows a small selection of the Moldavian Bulls used with twice 27 Parale & 108 Parale, plus three
examples of the 54 Parale. However, the main strength in the collection lies in the early issues of
Romania from 1862 to 1879 with studies of the stamps, showing types, mint & used multiples some
being the largest recorded, shades, plate flaws, postal history with single, multiple, mixed issues
and mixed country frankings, money orders and newspaper usages; additionally, an extensive
array of destinations including Austria, England, France, Greece, Italy, Malta, Russia, Switzerland,
Turkey, USA, etc., plus some forgeries for study and comparison. This important collection is the
lifetime accumulation of one very dedicated and advanced collector who acquired both collections
and individual items from many of the important collections offered in the last 30 years with many
hundreds of covers and thousands of stamps.

Price on request
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Romania

1865 Prince Alexandru Cuza Portrait Registered Franking

DFE (Mi.13x)

Ref. 136994

1865 20 Parale red, transfer types I and II, each with full margins, tied to front or backflap of partial
registered cover by simple oblique grills, with WASLUI cds of departure and GALATI bs (both
ornamented), bold “RECOMANDAT” hs, unusual and important showpiece, very fine

Price: CHF 2’800
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Romania / Austrian Levant Post Offices

F

Ref. 144824

GIURGEVO: Opened-up envelope from Alexandria, Walachia sent by Lieutenant Pohnert, 50. Inf.Reg. mailed with 1850 9Kr (MP, IIIb) and 6Kr (MP,III) for registration on reverse from GIURGEVO (5/2)
also showing “RECOM:” adjacent (unrecorded by Tchilinghirian), sent via Vienna & Teplitz to Brüx,
Böhmen (16/2). The 9Kr letter rate + 6Kr for registration again proving a special rate arrangement for
registered letters. Very fine and extremely rare, one of two registered covers known from Giurgevo
Provenance: Jerger
Expertise: Cert. Ferchenbauer

Price on request
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Romania / Austrian Levant Post Offices

One of Only Two Known Registered Covers from Giurgevo

F

Ref. 144826

GIURGEVO 1855 Folded Fieldpost cover to Pest franked by six Austria 1850 3Kr (MP, Ib re-engraved
types, stage 1-2 and 2-2, one showing so-called hollow colour spot) tied by single circle GIURGEVO
13/8 cds, showing “RECOM:” on one 3Kr stamp, disinfected at Alt-Orsova. Rate: 6Kr for Registration
leaving 12Kr for postage for Wallachia and Austria. Few faults, fine and extremely rare. One of two
registered covers known from Giurgevo
Expertise: Cert. Ferchenbauer.
Provenance: François, Jerger (realised €44’000 +% in 2007)

Price on request
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Serbia

1869-80 Prince Milan Cover

F (Mi. 15IA)

Ref. 136993

25pa Red, first printing, perf 12, tied by double circle “BEOGRAD 4/IV” (1872) ds to folded cover to
Hungary, small boxed “P.D.” and red crayon “5” (kr), on reverse “PEST 18/4/72/X-XII” backstamp
A unique cover and a top exhibition showpiece, illustrated by Kardosch (p. 207), with cert. Velickovic

Price: CHF 9’000
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Spain

First Issue Single Franking Registered Cover

F

Ref. 136885

1850 5r red, clear to good margins, tied by clear “arana” cancel in black, on 1850 registered cover
from Madrid to Navahermosa, bearing red registered cds alongside “M/N.4/1850”, with registered
receipt enclosed
An important showpiece and a rarity for the first issue of Spain

Price: CHF 60’000
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Spain

Extremely Rare 5r Single Franking

F

Ref. 136896

1853 5r green, clear to good margins, tied by clear barred oval cancel in black, on 1853 cover from
Mataro to Havana, Cuba, bearing red departure “MATARO / 25.FEB / 1853” cds and blue framed
“FRANCO” alongside
An important showpiece and rarity of Spain

Price: CHF 46’000
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Spain

Paid At Teneriffe Crown Circle

F

Ref. 136912

1855 Folded cover from Cadiz to Buenos Aires, Argentina, franked 2r pair tied by circle of bars
with a very fine strike of the rare “PAID AT TENERIFFE” crown circle, with blue Cadiz departure cds
alongside, fine

Price: CHF 5’750
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Spain

War Tax Usage

F

Ref. 136909

1876 Envelope opened out for display, from Santander to Mexico, franked twelve examples of the
10c on reverse, plus the rare usage of War Tax Stamps 5c two singles, both tied on front of envelope
An important showpiece showing the rare usage of the seldom seen issues

Price: CHF 1’700
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Switzerland

1843 Zurich 4 Rappen (Vertical Lines)

F

Ref. 136956

1843 4Rp black, good to large margins, tied by superb red rosette on local usage with ZURICH /
29.3.43 cds alongside
Extremely fine and one of the earliest known dates of usage
Expertise: Cert. Fulpius, Von der Weid
Provenance: Helveticus

Price: CHF 36’000
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Switzerland

1843 Zurich 6 Rappen (Vertical Lines)

F

Ref. 136958

1843 6Rp Black (Type II, Position 92), good to large margins, tied by black rosette on local usage with
PFAEFFIKON / 29.MARS.1846 cds alongside
A superb usage
Expertise: Cert. Fulpius, Von der Weid
Provenance: Helveticus

Price: CHF 5’000
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Switzerland

1849 Geneva “4 of Vaud”

F

Ref. 136955

1849 4c black & red, good to large even margins, superbly cancelled by clear blue “PD” on small neat
envelope from Chene to Thonex, with blue CHENE / 30.3.1850 cds alongside, cover tear
An outstanding showpiece and an extremely rare usage of this cancel
Expertise: Cert. Von der Weid
Provenance: Helveticus

Price: CHF 60’000
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Switzerland

The Burrus Block

CC C J (SBK 35)

Ref. 134956

1862 Sitting Helvetia 60C bronze in corner marginal block of 15. Largest known mint multiple of this
rare stamp. With original gum and with most stamps being never hinged.
A spectacular block in superb condition which sold in the Burrus sale of 1964 for CHF 24’000 plus
commission.
Expertise: Marchand
Provenance: Burrus

Price: CHF 24’000
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Switzerland

Unique Cover to Senegal

F

Ref. 137342

1861 Folded cover from Geneva to Goreé in Senegal, franked Strubel 15c rose & 40c green, two
single, all tied GENEVE / 29.NOVE.61 cds, showing boxed “PD” excised with “PP” alongside, plus
“Recu le 10 Janvier par Gambie” on reverse, an exceptional usage to a unique destination

Price: CHF 22’000
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Switzerland

Combination Franking with United States

F

Ref. 136518

1862 (Jul 4) Envelope from Lucerne to New York franked with two each of the “Strubel” 20rp and 40rp
values plus a USA 1861 3c single, all neatly tied by LUZERN cds.
The only known “Strubel” combination franking where the other country’s stamp is tied by a Swiss
postmark.
The USA stamp was not strictly necessary, as 120rp paid the rate to destination, but was apparently
added (in ignorance) by an American tourist. Cover bears French transit plus NEW PAID YORK / 15
cds. A magnificent combination franking and a great postal history showpiece.
Expertise: Certificate Marchand (2002) and signed Moser
Provenance: Ishikawa, Schaefer

Price: CHF 42’000
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Switzerland

Combination Franking with Spain

F

Ref. 136520

1868 Double-weight folded cover from Sumiswald to Madrid franked with a pair of Sitting Helvetia
50c, misfortunately letter was submitted to direct exchange and thus transited through Barcelona,
there boxed FRANQUEO INSUFICIENTE was applied together with Spanish 10c adhesive tied
ESTRANGERO/BARCELONA, rare mixed franking
Only three Spain/Sitting Helvetia combination covers recorded
Provenance: Grand

Price: CHF 9’000
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Switzerland

Registered 3-Colour Franking

F

Ref. 136517

1869 (Jan 19) Envelope sent registered from Lausanne to Bacau (modern day Romania) with Sitting
Helvetia 10rp, 25rp and 30rp tied by Lausanne cds, with Romanshorn, Czernowitz, Jassy and Bakeu
arrival backstamps, very fine, rare and attractive 3-colour franking to a highly unusual destination
Expertise: Cert. Guinand

Price: CHF 2’300
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Switzerland

Redirected Combination Usage with France

F

Ref. 136939

1875 Small neat envelope from Geneva to Pont D’Ain franked with 30c blue tied by GENEVE / 27.VI.75
cds, redirected to London and franked France 30c tied GC, attractive, colourful and rare usage

Price: CHF 2’300
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Turkey

Tête-Bêche Block of Ten

C J K (Isfila 3)

Ref. 112037

1863-65 Second Printing 20pa black on yellow, red control band at top and bottom, mint TÊTEBÊCHE BLOCK OF TEN (head-to-head) with full gum, showing five tête-bêche pairs, one pair rejoined at the left, a stunning exhibition showpiece

Price: CHF 7’000
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Turkey

The Largest Recorded Used Multiple

C J K (Isfila 3)

Ref. 112049

1863-65 Second Printing 20pa black on yellow, central control band, used tête-bêche (foot-to-foot)
block of eleven (Types VIIA-VIII/VI-IIa), showing blue dotted cancel, exhibition showpiece (Isfila 3TB02)
Provenance: Passer, Brandt & Kuyas

Price: CHF 12’000
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		Turkey

The Second Largest Recorded Unused Multiple

CC C J (Isfila 5)

Ref. 116821

1863-65 Second Printing 2pi black on blue green, with red control bands head to head, mint
vertical tête-bêche block of sixteen (Types VII-X/I-IV/VII-X/XII-IX), some usual creases, very fine &
a stunning showpiece

Price: CHF 26’000
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Turkey

Tête-Bêche Block of Six

C J (Isfila 6)
Ref. 116851
1863-65 Second Printing 5pi black on rose red, with control bands in yellow foot to foot, mint têtebêche block of six (Types IV-V/X-XI/IV-V), showing fancy YELLOW CONTROL BANDS very fine & an
extremely rare mint multiple (6)

Note: Illustrated in Basaran (2007) page 91
Provenance: Bombieri

Price: CHF 10’000
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Turkey

Tête-Bêche Block of Six

C J K (Isfila 7)

Ref. 116757

1863-65 Second Printing 20pa black on brick-red, with blue control band at top and bottom, mint
TÊTE-BÊCHE BLOCK OF SIX (head-to-head), some usual defects, a very fine & rare mint multiple

Price: CHF 7’000
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Turkey

Tête-Bêche Block of Four

C J K (Isfila 20)

Ref. 117013

1863-65 Third Printing 1pi black on pale grey, with red control bands head to head, mint tête-bêche
block of four, very fine & a rare mint multiple

Price: CHF 4’000
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Turkey
The Balance of the “Tughra” Collection

CC C H G F J K

Ref. 123461

1862-64, Balance of the important collection of the Toughra Issue includes essay, singles unused &
used, cancellations, multiples in tête-bêche blocks, plus a fine array of covers also including single,
multiple, mixed issues & tête-bêche frankings, the content of each printing described below:
1863-64 First Printing: 2pi two covers, 5pi essays in three vertical pairs, issued stamps with a unused
single, fifteen used singles some with interesting cancels, two pairs, strips of three & four, single, pair
& three singles on covers
1863-64 Second Printing: 20pa unused tête-bêche blocks of ten, unused tête-bêche block of four
& a pair with trial colour control band, used tête-bêche pair, blocks of six & seven, plus three covers
two with tête-bêche frankings, 1pi unused & used tête-bêche blocks of four & bisected single on
fragment, 2pi the one of the two second largest unused tête-bêche blocks of sixteen, two used
vertical strips of three, horizontal strips of three & seven, plus two covers one with the rare Arabic
boxed cancel, 5pi single with plate flaw, used strip of three, plus three covers with single frankings &
one with mixed value franking
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1863-64 Second Printing Postage Due: 20pa unused three tête-bêche blocks of four without control
bands, pair on cover, 1pi two single & 20pa on small native cover, 2pi used tête-bêche block of four,
single & 1pi on cover, 5pi unused two singles, pair & single on fragment, the Kuyas strip of seven &
tête-bêche strips on cover they do not belong, plus the De Beer strip of ten
1863-64 Third Printing: 20pa used pair, plus strips of four, five & six, 1pi unused tête-bêche blocks of
four, used tête-bêche pair, two horizontal strips of three & two singles on separate
A unique opportunity to acquire a truly exceptional assembly of these classic issues & an excellent
basis to build an award winning collection

Price on request
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		Uruguay
Extensive Specialised Collection

CC C H F J A P

Ref. 106239

1856-1975, Collection neatly mounted on 100s of Scott album pages, showing attractive array of
the early Sun Issue from 1856 to 1860 with shades & coloured cancels, 1866 Numeral Issue with
a wonderful study, 1900 to 1975 with a great deal of completion, showing shades, multiples, plus
an amazing assembly of error & varieties incl. imperfs, partial imperfs, ovpt varieties with inverted,
double, triple, double one inverted, missing, inverted centres, also back of the book with airmails,
postage dues, service parcel post, plus some proofs, colour trials & a fine array of covers, bisect
usages etc., mixed to very fine, a wonderful lot for study & expansion
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Price on request
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URUGUAY

1859 Thin Figures Important Award-Winning Exhibition Collection

CC C H G F J DCE

Ref. 105242

The following three lots represent the lifetime work of an American collector who has painstakingly
built the collection by carefully purchasing items from the many major collections that have between
offered over the last decades.
Collection neatly mounted and knowledgeably written up on 55 album pages showing all six value
from the 60c to the 240c, each value showing shades, covers, multiples, unused & used plate
reconstruction, town cancels, minor varieties including paper flaws, essays etc.
A wonderful award winning collection & an excellent opportunity for the connoisseur & or student of
this popular issue to acquire a collection that has take much knowledge, study, research & patience
to put together
Expertise: Many with Cesar Jones certs & a few Paulos & Rocha

Price on request
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URUGUAY
1859 Thin Figures 180c Green Complete Reconstructed Sheet

Ref. 105246

CC C J

Complete unused sheet of 204 stamps made up by the reconstruction of many blocks.
A stunning exhibition showpiece and apparently one of only two known sheets
Expertise: Cert. Cesar Jones

Price on request
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URUGUAY

1860 Thick Figures Exhibition Collection

CC C H G F J DCE

Ref. 105244

Collection neatly mounted and knowledgeably written up on 69 album pages showing all six value
from the 60c to the 240c, each value showing shades, covers with registered & bisect usages, unused
& used multiples, unused & used plate reconstructions, town cancels, minor varieties including paper
flaws, plus a fine selection of Sperati, etc.
A wonderful award winning collection & an excellent opportunity for the connoisseur or student of this
popular issue to acquire a collection that has take much knowledge, study, research and patience to
put together
Expertise: Many with Cesar Jones certs and a few Holcombe, Paulos & Rocha

Price on request
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VAtican

The Key Set in Mint Never Hinged Blocks

CC J

Ref. 91214

1934 Provisionals 40c on 80c to L3.70 on L10 overprints set in mint never hinged blocks of four in
pristine condition, as fresh as the day they were printed and sold at the Vatican Post Office almost 75
years ago, gorgeous colors on bright white paper (Sassone 35-40)
Expertise: Raybaudi gold certificate (1999)

Price: CHF 4’500
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VAtican

Courvoisier Archive of imperforate Progressive Proofs

P

Ref. 108293

1989-2001, The exceptional assembly of imperforates and progressive proofs of most sets and
singles printed during this period, all in issued designs and colours, predominantly religious themes
and Europas, over 1000 items in 47 sets and min.sheets, neatly mounted on pages (1025)

Price: CHF 36’000
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Spring Auction Series
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• The Danube Collection (Part II)
Austria used in Hungary 1850-1871
• Persia – including a specialised
collection of the Lion issue
• France & Colonies – with a
selection of 20c Black and French
maritime mail
• Rarities of the World – with a
section of British Guiana from the
“Tatiana” Collection
• Olympics – including Part V of the
Loaring Collection
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symboles et abréviations / Symbole und Abkürzungen
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C
CC
DCE
H
J
K
I
G
F
E
P
R
S
F

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz
mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch
unused, ungummed or regummed / neuf sans gomme ou
regommé / ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert
used
oblitéré/ gebraucht
block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock
tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar
fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung
piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück
cover or postcard incl. postal stationery / lettre, carte
postale ou entier / Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache
essay
essai / Entwurf
proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck
revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken
specimen
spécimen / Specimen
forgery
faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Etats des lettres et entiers /
Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais
et l’oblitération est propre. / Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren (Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage. / Qualité
premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter quelques légères salissures et
usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische leichte Gebrauchsspuren.
Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. / Qualité standard,
les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. / Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie
Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere
Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / schön			
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a presentable example.
/ Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres facteurs (voir photo et description) mais
exemplaire très présentable. / Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel
(siehe Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note:Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and
file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal are light cleaning or minor
stains and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and are not
always described, and are not grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations.
We will gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères réductions
sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques normales pour des lettres du
19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout
de quelques renforts sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans
les descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration
ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans supplémentaires
d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe, leichte
Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal für Briefe des 19.Jhdts.
anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken
oder Risschen und Büge entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren
und nicht immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - diese
stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie auf den photos resp.
scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung
Im Zweifel können Sie von uns VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser
auflösende scans verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.

Abbreviations / Abréviations / Abkürzungen
2-14
2/14
add’l
approx.
B
BL
BR
bs
ca.
cat.
cds
cert.
cplt.
diff
ds
FDC
FFC
FL
horiz.
hr
hs
imperf
L
lh
MC

nos. 2 through 14 / n°2 au 14 / nr.2 bis 14
between nos. 2 and 14 (not cplt.) / entre le n°2 et 14 / aus
nr. 2 bis 14
additional / supplémentaire / zusätzlich
approximate(ly) / environ / ungefähr
bottom / en bas / unten
bottom left / en bas à gauche / unten links
bottom right / en bas à droite / unten rechts
backstamp(s)/ cachet au dos / rücks. Stpl.
circa / environ / circa
catalogue / Katalog
circular date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
certificate / certificat / Attest
complete / complet / vollständig
different / différent / verschiedene
date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
first day cover / lettre premier jour / Ersttagsbrief
first flight cover / lettre premier vol / Erstflugbrief
folded letter / pli / Faltbrief
horizontal / horizontale / waagrecht
hinge remnant(s) / reste de charnière / Falzreste
handstamp(s) / cachet / Handstempel
imperforate / non-dentelé / ungezähnt
left / à gauche / links
lightly hinged / légère charnière / leichte Falzreste
Maltese Cross / Croix de Malte / Malteserkreuz

min. sheet
ms
nh
no(s).
og
ovpt
o/w
pc
perf
pl.
pos.
ps
ppc
R
reg’d
SFL
s/l
STC
T
TL
TR
unwmkd
var.
vert.
wmk
w/o

miniature sheet, souvenir sheet / bloc feuillet / Block
manuscript / manuscrit / handschriftlich
never hinged / sans charnière / postfrisch
number(s) / numéro(s) / Nummer(n)
original gum / gomme originale / Originalgummi
overprint / surcharge /Aufdruck
otherwise / autrement / ansonsten
postcard / carte postale / Postkarte
perforated / perforé(e) / gezähnt
plate / plaque / Platte
position / numéro dans la planche / Bogenposition
postal stationery / entier / Ganzsache
picture postcard / carte postale / Ansichtskarte
right / à droite / rechts
registered / recommandé / eingeschrieben
stampless folded letter (unused)/ entier double / Ganzsachenbrief
straight line cancel/ cachet linéaire / Langstempel
stated to catalogue (by third party) / selon données vendeur /
angebl. Katalogwert
top / en haut / oben
top left / en haut à gauche / oben links
top right / en haut à droite / oben rechts
unwatermarked / sans filigrane / ohne Wasserzeichen
variety / variété / Abart
vertical / verticale / senkrecht
watermark(ed) / filigrane / Wasserzeichen
without / sans / ohne

Following its fantastic re-discovery last year, and
its exhibition in Europe, Asia, and now America,
the David Feldman company proudly presents, on
behalf of the Burrus family, the mythical Mauritius
“Post Office” issue printing plate.

survived, the “Post Office” plate has always been

Engraved by Joseph Barnard in 1847 and used to
print 500 stamps from which only a handfull have

called “the greatest philatelic treasure existing” and

surrounded by a fascination only equaled by a
few other items throughout the history of philately.
Moreover, none other has achieved the degree of
romance and mystery possessed by what has been
“the most expensive piece of copper in the world”.

Have we not met before?
The 1d and 2d stamps sold by David Feldman
S.A. in 1993 for SFr 1,610,000 and SFr 1,725,000
respectively face the clichés from which they
were printed in 1847.

Do not miss the opportunity to own one of the most
important pieces of philatelic history. The last time to see
it in public before it is offered for sale in December 2016
in Geneva, will be at the New York World Stamp Show,
May 28th to June 4th, 2016. Stand 117, Javits Center,
655 W 34th St, New York, NY 10001.
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Take advantage of the collaboration between
Numisor and David Feldman to consign both coins
and stamps to your trusted partners

www.numisor.ch
Consign & Sell your coin collections with Numisor
•
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
A proven track record in volume bullion sales
Close relationship with many major Swiss banks
Extensive worldwide client list
Member of many prestigious numismatic societies
Partnership with David Feldman, renowned international stamp auctioneers

We are interested in any World or GB coins, particularly gold or those of high quality or rarity, and
can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their coins via our monthly online auctions, while reserving
the best coins and collections for our public auctions in Geneva. Our monthly auctions also provide
an opportunity for vendors to receive payments more quickly after consigning their coins.

Contact us today!

4, Rue des Barques
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)22 735 92 55
Email: info@numisor.ch

Member of:

Geneva location
Emplacement / Standort

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong & New York, and further representatives in
the following countries:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, France, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain,
South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA.

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77 – info@davidfeldman.com
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